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This final technical report prescuttJ the results of the
non°metall_[¢ materials contamination study. In order to impose
adequate, but not restrictive contamination control requirements
in the selection of Wide Field Planetary Camera (WFPC) materials
and to develop a data base of poteutLal optical degradaclon of
the WFFC charge-couple device window; the ouCgasslng properties
of WFPC materials and the collected volatile condensed material
(CVCN) effects on HgF2 transmittance were n_asured. Changes in
the transmittance were monitored in the wavelength r_gion from
115 nm to 300 nm for selected CVCH thicknesses up to 150 nut.
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This final technical report presents the results of the non-
metallic materials contamination study. In order to impose ade-
quate, but not restrictive contamination control requirements in
the-seLection of Wide Field Planetary Camera (NFPC) materials and
to develop a data base of potential optic&l degradation of the
NFPC Charge-couple device window; the outgassing properties of
NEPC materials, the collected--volatile condensed material (CVCM)
effects on MgF2 transmittance, and the outgassing properties of
the reemitted CVCM were measured.
The sample weight loss of furnished NFl_ materials has been
measured with a thermogravimetric analyzer. Making the assumpt-
ion that the weight loss follows first order rate theory, the
source kinetic parameters of these materials is presented. The
source material temperature was increased from ambient to about
300°C and, in addition to the weight loss data, a residual gas
scan (12 to 750 amu) was taken every 25°C. The data shows a sig-
nificant portion of the volatile condensed material (VCM_ is com-
posed of light molecules, 12 to 46 amu, that in general will not
condense at temperatures above -160% in vacuum. The vacuum
bake at 176°F significantly reduced the amount of active material
in all cases except Scotchweld and EA-9309. For the Brand X tape,
the vacuum bake removed the first component of the active mater-
ial to within the sensitivity of the thermogravlmetric analyzer.
For Chemglaze Z-306, the 9922 primer has a lower amount of act-
ive material than AP-131 primer. For Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8, the ad-
dition of the primer 463-6-5 does not significantly increase the
amount of active material. The RGA data shows that the vacuum
bake significantly reduces the percent of heavy molecules (above
46 amu) emitted for EA-934, 3M-415, Brand X, and 3M Nextel un-
primed.
An isothermal mass loss test using NLI at 32°C found a fin-.
ear mass loss rate of 5xlO -5 Z.min "t after the initial period.
The RCA data during this test showed a negliable amount of heavy
molecules emitted and that nitrogen mol_cules make up about 50%
of the light molecules emitted during the isothermal phase.
The transmittance of varying thicknesses of CVCM from 28
furnished source disks was measured from 115 nm to 300 nm. The
source disk was maintained at a temperature around 50°C and both
a MgF 2 window (deposition substrate for the CVCM) and a tempera-
ture controlled quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM) were control-
led near -80°C. Significantly low values of transmittance were
found for wavelengths below 230 nm even for thin films of CVCM.
For example, assuming that the density of Ablcbond 36-2 CVCM is
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i+ 1.0 g.cm .3, for a thickness of CVCM of 48 _, a transmittance of
_'_ only 0.64 atnLyman Alpha (122 nm) was recorded At a thicknessL
of only 151 _, the CVCM from Trabond BB-2116 w;s opaque for
_ wgveleugths shorter than 160 nm. Strong absorption near 200 nm /
i'i was found for many CVCMs.
mi The CVCN reemission parameters for ten materials was deter-
mined by increasing the temperature of the TQCN crystal (sub =
st_ate for the CV_) to 101vC. The TQCH _requency, rate of
_ _requency change, an_ the temperature were used to obtain first
i order reemission parameters. The deposited contaminants have
rate constants different from the parent material. In general,
_ all of the CVCM is reemitted at a temperature near 100°C. Also,
for mos_ cases, allowing the contaminated window to reach ambient





2,1 Background - The major advantage of the Space Telescope
program is that a low earth orbit telescope makes it possible to
observe fainter astronomical sources at higher resolution and in
wavelength regions not possible through the earth's atmosphere.
A space vehicle, however, can generate an induced environment or
atmosphere from outgassing of non-_er.allic _aterials and various
operational activities such as vents and attitude control system-
firings which in .themselves may contaminate and degrade the per-
formance of the telescope.. It is, therefore, a basic programmatic
requirement that contamination be minimized .both on the Space
Telescope and.on each scientific ins_rument to be flown in the
Space Telescope.
Contamination source kinetics is far from the stage of sim-
ply stating a few general laws to explain the entire process, i
However, there are common aspects in all non-metalllc materials
outgasslng that lend to general classification and seml-quantlta- i
tive interp_etation. The spacecraft materials screening test 1
measuring the Total Mass Loss (THL) and Volatile Condensable I
Material (VCM) has become a standard method (ASTME595) to quan-
titatively measure the outgassing of materials and their conden-
sables in a vacuum environment. While this is an appropriate !
screening procedure to categorize materials, it does not provide i
enough source rate kinetic parameters to assess detail contamina- i
tlon problems of sensitive instruments. Nor do_s it provide the I
necessary information on the reemisslon of the VCM from the crl- !
tlcal surface.
Current Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Aerospace
contamination modeling theory 2 has postulated applying kinetic I
rate theory to predict source outgasslng characteristics. Once
the source parameters are known; source rates can be combined I
with mass transport equations, deposition rates and finally re- t
emission rates to assess the degree of deposition that will de- I
grade spacecraft surfaces. Both dynamic thermogravimetry (DTG) i
and isothermal thermogravlmetry (ITG) are used in this process to I
obtain the source outgassing rates and the reemisston rates. |
Once the source kinetics are understood, then the degradation of Ithese deposits can be established for sensitive instrument sur-
_.ces.
IR.F. Miraca and J.S. Whlttick, Stanford Research Institute,
N67-40270, September 1967.
2Satelllte Contamination Final Technical Report, AFMLoTR-78-15,
V_I. l, July 1978.
\ ___,*_,_-_ ,_ -- . " II][II ._.....
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.... " In general, _nstruments det_cting in the far ultraviolet
regions are the most susceptible to contaminant effects on the
reflectance or transmittance of optical train elements. Films
_? as thin as a 0.6 monol_yer have decreased reflectance of a mirror
- by 60 percent at 122 ram in the laboratory 3 and almost compl6te
blockage of the vacuum ultraviolet f£1ter_ of a Skylab spectro-
graph in space. 4 Although the Wide Field Planetary Camera (WFPC)
beam-bending mfrror exposed continouely outside the main iustru -_
ment housing is of concern, the cold MSF2 windows (about -lOO°C,
which would-have very. low reemiss£o.n of any CVCFL-deposited on it)
covering the charge-coupled device (CCD) is very susceptilbe to
contaminant deposition,
2.2 Purpose - In order to impose adequate, but not restric-
tive contamination control requirements in the selection o£ NFI_;
materials and to develop a data base of potential optical degra-
dation of the CCD window1 the outgassing properties of WFPC ma-
_. teriala and the CVCM effects on MgF2 transmittance will be meas-
ured. As a result c_ this study, the source kinetics, reemission
,_- and vacuum ultr_violet (VUV) effects data will be obtained for a
wide range of space materials as applied to the WFPC.
3R.C., Richmond, Space Simulatlon Symposium, NASA SP-298, May 1972.
" 4j.A. Muscari, B.J. Jambor and P.A. Westcott, Evaluation De L'Action






' 3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION I
I
3.1 Facilit_ Preparation - Figure 1 shows a schematic of
the test facility. A windowless glow discharge lamp uses hydrogen
i_ gas to produc_ a continuum from about 160 to 300 run. The band
structure of the excited hydrogen gas provides a pseudo continuum
for the interval 115 to I60 nm. An auxiliary pumping system con-
sisting of a turbomole_ular pump £s used to reduce the gas load
on the Vac_on monochromator pUmp. The one mete_ normal incidence
vacuum ultraviolet monochromator has an oscillating grazing inci-
i_ deuce mirror that produces two beams. Th_sample beam is focusedby a HgF 2 lens into the vacuum optical degradation (VOD) test
chamber which has its own Vaclon pumping system. The VOD test
chamber houses the source heater, cryogenic 14gF2 window plate
holder, the temperature controlled quartz crystal microbalance
(TQCH) and the sampl_ beam detector. The source heater is a cop-
per plate which can beheated by four Hinco sealed resistive
heaters or cooled by I_ 2. A thermocouple is pressed against the
outgasslng material to record the source temperature. A the rmo- I
couple is also pressed against the HgF 2 window and thermally is- 1
olated from the copper plate holder. This thermocouple not only
records the temperature of the witness windowbut is used to
regulate the flow of the cooling LN2 and maintain the window and
TQCM at the selected temperature. The TQCM has its own platinum
thermistor to monitor and display the temperature of the crystals.
Another MgF_ lens is placed in the reference beam to balance the
efficiency 5£ the two beams. A catio recording system accepts
the signals from the sample and reference lock-in voltmeters. The
TQCM is used to determine the CVCM mass flux at the witness win-
dow and thus is kept at the same temperature as the MgF2 window.
Initial tests were performed without the outgassing source
to determine the VOD background conditions. The TQCM which has
a sensitivity of 1.56xi0" E.cm'2.Hz-I was heated from -lO0°C to
+100°C to determine the change in frequency due to crystal tem-
perature. No corrections to the frequency output is necessary
below -50°C and above +lO°C. About 2 Hz.°C must be subtracted
from the frequency to correct for this temperature effect when
the CVCM reemtsston tests are being performed. The TQCH also
shows a frequency shift of about 30 Hz when exposed to the thermal
load from a heated source holder plate at +50°C and 2.54 cm separ-
ation distance. The temperature of the source could be controlled
to within ±2°C over a five day period and the window _ould be held
to within _5°C. The TQCH was controlled to within ±2VC. The
pressure in the VOD chamber even during the source outgassing













Fisure 1. Schematic of the Test Setup and Facilities
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and source heating subsystem cleanliness level was demonstrated
by heating the source holder to 60Oc and holding the TQCM at 20°C.
After several hours only about 7 Hz of CVCM was deposited onto
the TQCM. The test was repeated with the TQCM at lO°C and only a
m, ' 3 Hz increase in frequency was measured. Figure 2 shows the EQCM
. and the TQCM atfrequency output with the source holder at 600C
-87 C. Thus, for this 7.5 hour period 66 Hz or 1.03xlO -7 g.cm -2
was deposited. The linear deposition rate indicates a zero order
outgasslng source which fits the behavior of water molecules.
t' Normalization curves for background transmittance and depo-
sition were developed by repeating the full test procedure with-
_ out an outgassing source material installed onto the heater.
_:. Figures 3 and 4 present the background data used to normalize all
the VOD test data.
3.2 Dynamlc Thermogravlmetrlc Tests and Results
_ 3.2.1The_=_.r_- The time and temperature dependence of the
mass loss rate of non-metalllc sources is the first step required
l for contamination assessment. The mass loss determination is a
=: complex process involving many components in a given material.
Assessment of TML/VCM at one temperature does not give sufficient
data to extrapolate the characteristics of a material to other
'!* temperatures and times. Classical rate theory can be applied
when the source outgassl.ng is expected to be a surface phenomena.
The basic relatlonshlp, 5 per component, in a material can be
expressed as:
w
ms(t, T) ffiks(T)(a o - x)n (I)
.. where m = source mass loss rate per unit area, g.cm'2.mln "l,
_" S
: k - source .rate constant, (g.cm'2)l"n.mln "I,
s -2
a = initial mass available for outgassing, g.cm ,
o -2
X ffi mass loss, g'cm ,
_- n = order of reaction,
t = time, and
T ffisource temperature.
.}-.
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Equation (1) assumes no diffusion barriers exist for the outgas-
sing components. For unique materials, it may be desirable to
determine the order of the reaction, n, experimentally. However,
for most of the cases observed for non-metallics, the order of
reaction is very near unity. If it is assumed that the rate con-
stant, k, can be expressed in an Arrhenius _orm, then it can be
determined from plotting In k versus T'land is expresaed as:
k ffi A e "E/(RT) (2)
s
where A ffi frequency factor (independent of tempera_dre), min °1,
E ffi effective energy, cal'mole "1,
R _ molar gas constant, nar_ly, 1.986 cal.mole'lK °1, and
T ffi absolute temperature, K.
DTG obtains the values for m , a , x and, if necessary, n. Thus,
using equations (1) and (2),Sthe°mass loss rate expression can be
generalized for any temperature and time, namely;
• -kt
m ffi ka e , and (3)
S O
ms - ao(1 ° e'kt). (4)
3.2.2 DTG Tests - DTG is a continuous process that involves
the measurement of sample weight as the temperature is increased
by means of a programmed rate of heating. The output from a typ-
ical thet_aogravimetlc analyzer consists of weight loss (TGA), ex-
panded TCA (ten times), derivative of TCA (DTG), temperature, test
chamber pressure and residual gas analysis (RCA). The derivative
thermogravimetry transforms electronically the weight data into a
rate of weight change. In our Nettler I system, the _emperature
rate can be set from 0.2°C.min "1 to 25°C'min , at _4_C. The DTG
data can be read to 0.01 mg'min "1. Weight losses from 0 to 1 g
can be measured. In the zero to 10 mS range, the precision is
_0.015 rag, the accuracy is _0.03 rag, and the readability is 0.005
rag. Temperatures from 25°C to about 300t_ were obtained; regu-
lated to _1.5°C and readable to 1.25°C. An RGA scan was taken
approximately every 25°C for the full temperature range. It op-
erates in the mass range from 12 to 750 AMt! with a sensitivity of
100 A.Torr "l for N2.
11
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Table I lists the GYP UFPC materials that have been tested
with the thermogravimetric analyzer. The multilayer insulation
(_LI) was tested both dynamically (temperature increased from
ambient to +300%) and isothermally. After the MLI testa, the
GFP materials _ere codedby JPL. Thus, the early tests are
des_nated by the material name and curing proceas.
In general, the TG source materials were applied to clean !
metallic foil to the expected flight thickness. The metallic _I
foils were cleane_using appropriate solvents and vacuum baked
at 300°C for six hours before applying the outgassing mar.trial.
The prepared source was then cure_ by one or more of the planned
treatments. The weights of the fo_l and material were also mea-
sured. The foil was used to provide a barrier similar to the
instrument structure for one surface or to a paint primer. Thus,
any primer can only contribute to the source mass loss from its
edges or by diffusion through the outer paint coating. A piece
of the GY-70/Fiberite 934, Fiberite 934, MLI, Braycote, and _pon
815/Versamid 140 were used without any substrata.
Table II presents the TG derived source parameters for each
of the materials and for each material component found up to
300%. The 3H-415, JPL#141-TGA-2, test did not produce any us-
able data (except for the residual gas analysis). However, it
was possible to determine the amount of volatile material, ao1
plus a02 , namely, 1.51xlO "2. Thus, the curing process of 24 Hr
at 176°C in vacuum reduced the available outgassing material by
about 27%. The Fiberite 934 tests showed no measurable mass
loss for temperatures below 200°C, test sample weight up to
177 mg. The weight loss between 200oc and the maximum tempera-
ture 300°C was due to a very large outgassing rate occurring
above 300°C. In general, active outgassing components whose
rate peaks above 300°C do not significa_tly contribute any mass
loss at nominal spacecraft temperatures around 50°C. The Fiber-
ice 934 52A-TGA-1 and 52B-TGA-1 tests showed outgassing so large
that the beam balance registered mass gain. This "buoyancy ef-
fort" is well known for materials with large outgassing rates.
the inial sample weight of 140 mg was also toolarge to keep the
data on scale. Sample 52B-TGA-I showed no weight loss for tem-
peratures below 160°C, at that temperature the system went
buoyant. The residual gas measurements show a very large out-
gassing for the FiberJte 934 material. The Braycote 3L-38-RP
n_terial showed a very rapid weight loss beginning at 200°C and
continuing beyond 300°C reaching no peak. The weight loss rate
_. 1was about 3.b_ min" . The unprimed 3M Nextel 401-C10 test,
143-TGA-1, for an initial weight of 67 mg went buoyant for tem-
peratures greater than 60°C. It was possible to estimate the
12
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Tablq I Themogravtmetrtc Tested Materials.
I ii
I HATERIAL DESCRIPTION I PROPOSEDAPPLICATION
• i
Ablebond 36-2 Ag ._illed epoxy adhesive Bonding CCDchips to Au/Hti c ated Invar (Subs rate)
_I_;BOND BB-Z_16- 2-partepoxy (Btpax kit) - Bondlng CCDchips.to sub-
strafe
Epofi 828/Versamld 140 Epoxy lamln_l;ing resin Restn matrix tn grass/
epox,yCCD.support bands
' iEpon 828/Epon 871/ 'Epoxy r_e_ln-wlt_l fetexl- Spotbo'ndln9 various
AEP biltzed, epoxy component_
! A) 7 Day Ambient Cured i
B) OvenCured,, i' Scotchweld 2216 B/A Grey or clear fle'xtbt- ' General"purpose bonding
tltzed epoxy i
A) Ambient Cured
B) 2 Hr @150°F l
Che;nglaze Z-306 Flat black, one-part _sedon surfaces requiring
with primer 9922 A/B polxurethane base, flext- high thermal emtttance
ble patntwtth 2-part and/or diffuse reflective




Cat-a-lacNo.-463-3-8 Flatblack, carbon pig- U_ed on surfaces requiring
mented 2-part epoxy base high thermal emtttances
paint and/or diffuse reflective
behavior
Cat-a-lac"_o. _63-3-8 F'l_tblack epoxy over ; Used on Surfaces requiring
wtth primer No. epoxy primer htgh thermal emtttances
463-6-5 and/or diffuse reflective
behavior..
S)-)0/Ftberlte 934 Graphite/epoxy cured laml- optlcal Bench Structure
Veil _1_P,4 Ply Boeing nate of high modulus grap- (0BS)
T-300/934 hite fiber (Celanese GY-70)
and 2-part epoxy resin
cured between 275 and350°F)
Hysol E_-9309 tpoxy, semlrlglo, opaque btructural bonds in
grey, thtxotroptc, high Optical Bench Structure
temperature cure
_l Ambient Cured1 HP @18O°F












.:.... MATERIAL DESCRIPTION PROPOSED APPLICATION
'!
Reinforced Film - Apex Multilayer Insulation Thermal Control Surfaces
I- Mills Net/Mylar Fila
3M-415 Double Coated Taped , Flat Pack Mounting
"A) 141-TGA-1 Mylar Base, Pressure And IC Stick Modules i
B) L41-T_A--2 Sensitive
I_ Brand X Double Coated Tape ' Flat Pack Mounting
i- A) 142-TGA-I And IC Stick Modules
B) 142-TGA-2 , i
I Fiberite 934 Hot Melt-Resin _ Optical Bench Structure
m A) 52-TGA-I i
,_ B) ) 52A-TGA-1 I
• C) 52B-TGA-1
Sraycote 3L--38-RP C_ease Lubricant Mechanism
112-1
Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8/ Flat Black Epoxy Over ' High Thermal Emittance
m_ 463-6-5 Epoxy Primer Surfaces
I 115B-TGA- 2
m Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8 Flat Black Epoxy High l'hermal Emittance
127-TGA-2 Sur faces
p_ Chemglaze Z-306/AP-131 Flat Black Epoxy High Thermal Emittance
129, -'(:A-2 AP-131 Primer Surfaces
Epon 815/Versamid 140 Epoxy I.aminating Resin Resin Matrix In Glass/
A) 139-2 Epoxy CCD Support Bonds
B) 139-3
I 3H Nextel 401-C10 Flat Black Paint
A) 143-T(;A-I
._,_ B) [43-TGA-2
I. 3M Nextel 4el-tie/ J Flat Black Paint Over ............
b 901 -P 1 Pr imer
I A) 144-'|'GA-l
- H__)_3_44rll_:_,\__.,-...... '
Solithane III/CII3- Semtflexlble Transparent Conforma-l-En'tTa-p'_tl'at_t_-n "
300 Polyurethane Resin of Electrical Conductors
• Formulation # 8
' 12A-TGA- l
SO I [ thane I 131C l I l- Sellt [ t I ex I b l e '['l'anspa rent Con lornla I Encapstll lit I on
300 t'olytmrethant, Re_in of Electrical Conductors
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amount of normalized active material for the first component,
namely, a01 - 0.12 or 0.021 cm"2. The cured 3M Nextel, 143-TGA-
2, likewise went off scale and no usable data was obtained for
the 70 mg test sample.
Tables III to XL present the RGA data for each of the
materials_t selected temperatures, data was taken every 25°C.
The second and third columns list the total number of counts
(relative intensity) registered from 12 to 46 amu(light mole-
cules) and. from 47 amu upwards, The fourth column for water
sums the number of counts registered at 18 amu plus the factor 0.23
times the counts at 17 amu. The last colunm shows the highest
mass measured at that temperature within the sensitivity of the
RGA. The percentages listed under the counts is simply that
fraction of the registered counts within that region to the total
registered at that temperature, neglecting the variation in RGA
wensitivit_ with respect to mass number and any molecular frac-
tlonln_. The RGA data does indicate that water is a significant
portion of the VCM from all of the materials even up to tempera-
tures of 300°C. It is likely that few of the li_ht molecules
(12-46 amu) will condense at surface temperatures above -100°C.
A piece of _I, 187.48 mg and 80.86 cm 2, was placed in the
_C crucible and heated to 32°C and kept there for 1500 min.
Figure 5 presents the isothermal mass loss (after time 60 min)
in percent for_I. The _inear region shows a mass loss rate
of 5x10 "5 Z.min "1. In trying to reach the planned isothermal
temperature of 32°C, the TG system over shot to 43°C in the .first
10 min. before stabilizing at the desired temperature. The
behavior of the MLI after 250 min is typical of a two component
material. The first component is highly volatile and produces
the observed exponential mass loss during the early time of
isothermal outgassing. The second component is a low volatile
species that exhibits a linear mass loss at low temperatures
£or exposure times of less than a few years. Table XLI presents
the RCA date for this isothermal test. The relative counts show
that nitrogen molecules make up about 507°of the light molecules




TABLE Ill ResidualGas AnalysisDigitalAmplifierOutput In Counts For
Ablebond 36-2.
| i| |
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Haximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
25 359,255 4,462 226,490 85
(98.8%) (1.2%) (62.3%)
100 910,624 15,633 640,II0 86
(98.3%) (1.7%) (69.1%)
125 931,017 14,549 604,753 99
(98.5%) (1.5%) (64.0%)
150 622,203 15,962 365,590 99
(97.5%) (2.5%) (57.3%)
175 596,639 30,991 279,737 99
(95.1%) (4.9%) (44.6%)
200 674,462 44,663 269,856 lO0
(93.8%) (6.2%) (37.5%)
225 706,937 43,485 349,796 215
(94.2%) (5.8%) (46.6%)







TABLE IV Residual Gas Analysis D1gltal Ampllfler Output In Counts For
_ Tra-Bond BB-2116.i
Ii i i ml i I i I i i ml i
F• Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
'," (°c) (counts) (cou.cs) (count_) (AMU)
.. ,.. • i l i il • i |
_; 25 310,991 663 194,500 85
L (99.8Z) (0.2%) (62.4Z)
Ii 1CO 1,748,569 8,360 974,701 95
1 (99.5%) (0.5%) (55.5%)
150 2,392,726 8,726 1,814,966 107
(99.6%) (0.4%) (75.6%)
200 1,280,550 11,640 924,088 107
(99.1%) (0.9%) (71.5%)
TABLE V Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
Epon 828/Versam,ld 140.
I i i I II
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum.
Material 12-46 AFrO 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
I ii i I I I l . I I
25 193,011 341 Ii0,591 66
(99.87.) (0.2Z) (57.2%)
100 317,565 7,930 198,015 66
(97.6Z) (2.4%) (60.8%)
150 565,399 1,415 382,4 32 78
(99.87.) (0.27,) (67.57.)
200 579,614 2,386 403,106 78
(99.6_) (0.4%) (69.37.)
I i I i i ' •
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TABLEV! Residual Gas Analysts Digttal Amplifier Output In Counts For
Epon828/Epon 871/AEP Air Cured.
:Temperature Sumof Sumof Water Maximum
. Material 12-46 AHU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
i
1i 25 124,731 101 76.609 55
(99,9%) (0.1%) (61.4_)
1O0 680,223 8,049 430,454 86
(98.8%,) (1.2%) (62.5_)
150 1,785,824 27,832 1,048,949 93
(98.5%) (1.5% (57.8%)
200 1,079,213 47,060 613,360 95
(95.8,,_) (4.2_) (54.4_)
250 1,128,691 115,2118 394,014 95
(90.7',_) (9.3%) (31.7'_)
300 3,510,119 621,875 1,156,462 236
(84.9,'_',) (15.I_',) (28.0%)
00000001-TSD02
TABLEVII Restdual Gas Analysts Dtgltal Amplifier Output_ia Counts For
Epon828/Spon 871/AEP Oven Cured.
Temperature Sumof Sumof Water Maxtmum
Matertal 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(oC) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
IJL
25 281,934 3,628 167,832 78(98.7_) (1.3_) (58.8_)
100 687,924 18,053 459,864 92(97.4_) (2.6_) (65.1_)
150 1,342,946 27,697 933,184 92(98.0_) (2.0_) (68.1_)
200 1,001,568 33,785 608,624 93
(96.7_) (3.3_) ('58.8_)
250 1,158,299 88,471 485,776 95 J(92.9_) (7.1_) (39.0_)
• I I
TABLE VIII Resldual Gas Analysls Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
Scotchweld 2216 Ambient Cured.
i i i
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Haximum
Material 12-46 AHU 47-Haxtmum Holecu_e Hass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AHU)
25 521,698 2,689 345,145 76 i
(99.5%) (0.5%) (65.8%)
150 1,423,688 38,630 996,469 95
(97.4_) (2.6%) (68.1%)
200 1,641,974 54,114 1,148,605 96 l
(96.8%) (3.2%) (67.7_) 1
250 1,773,517 85,674 1,207,531 99
(95.4%) (4.6_) (64.9%) i_
:}00 1,2q1,034 120,963 765,899 233 ,





TABLE IX Residual Gas' Analysis Digital A_lifie_ Output In Count= For
Seotehveld 2216 Cured Two Hours At 150-F.
li I I | I| IL J I I
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
M_terlal _ 12-45 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
' CC) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
• I i I J | I I il
25 258,200 934 151,387 71
(99.6%) (0.4%) (58.4%)
150 i ,570,383 52,082 1,094 _799 131
(96.8%) (3.2Z) (67.52)
200 1,879,662 104,561 1,336,960 132
(94.7%) (5.3Z) (67.4%)
250 1,166,9bl 14 3,591 718,339 132
t (89. Og) (11. Og) (54.8g)
i I i HIll I I I i I
Table X Residual C_s Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
Chemglaze Z-306 With 9922 Primer.
I I I II , • • I , • vi I i I
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecules Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
: ! I ii I,_ I
25 142,144 0 91,905 44
(100_) (0%) (64.7%)
I00 214,098 12,511 84,034 92
(94.5Z) (5.52) (37.1Z)
150 207,592 3,667 87,181 78
(98.3g) (I.7Z) (41,3_)
200 239,318 7,401 99,733 92
(97.0Z) (3.0_) (_0.4_)
_50 385,5b_ 29,367 128,053 107
(92.9Z) (7,1_) (30.9Z)
300 439,bb4 49,057 113,470 94
(90.0_) (10.0_) (23.2_)
t r)
i ii I I
I I'" - |
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• TABLE XI Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier. Output In Counts For
Chemglaze Z-306.
I i |l I i l, i i Yg
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maxlmum
Material 12-46 A_ 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(%) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMY)
I I _ ,-,, i I
25 109,671 0 65,586 45
(59.8Z)
i00 151,285 6,002 69,520 88
(96.2Z) (3.8Z) (44.2%)
150 186,374 12,195 67,248 92
(93.9Z) (6.17.) (33.97.)
200 185,370 19,502 62,739 94
(90.5Z) (9.5X) (30.6Z)
250 316,627 61,062 69,933 I0/
(83.8Z) (16.2Z) (18.57.)
300 581,022 99,526 86"_631 102
(85.4Z) (14.6Z) (12.7_)
II I I I • I I II I
TABLE XlI Residual Gas Analysis Dlgltal Amplifier Output In Counts For
Chemglaze Z-306 Wlth Chemlock Primer.
)erature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU. 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
--. . i i l L I I I
25 280,544 3,244 169,423 88
(98.9g) (1.1_) (59.7_)
200 343,246 38,017 125,000 107
(90.Og) (IO.OX) (32.8_)
250 402,768 57,885 130,522 107
(87.4Z) (12.6%) (28.3Z)
300 722,813 94,018 135,816 107
(88.5_) (11.5Z) (16.6_)
350 1,808,416 342,717 137,933 107
(84.1%) (15.9Z) (6.4_)
• I I l I •
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ii TABLE XIII Residual Oas Analysis Digital Ampllfler Output In Counts For
' CAT-A-LAC 463-3-8,
_ [ I I m II |i i| | i IL -.
: iTemperature Sum of Sum of Water Max£mum
[M_terlal 12-46 AMU 47-Maglmum MolecuXe Mass
i:, ICC) (counts) (counts) (counts)| i.
25 226,805 259 144,876 57
_J (99.9%) (0.1%) (63.8Z)
,. 100 2.718.135 691.416 181.062 1!3[ (79.7Z) (20.3Z) (5.3Z)
t. 150 2,135,331 449,.953 152,824 113 ...............
I! (82.6Z) (17.4Z) (5.9%)
" 200 1,026,980 191,245 134,639 112
(84.3_) (15.7Z) (11.1_)
- ---- i i • l
|."
TABLE XIV Residual Gas Analysts Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
i CAT-A-LAC 463-3-8 With Primer 463-6-5..oI ,, , • i I i I m I v |
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 A_?U 47-Maxlmum Holecule Mass
(%) (counts) (counts) (counts)
if, • | l l is l i
25 214,415 587 134,784 72
(99,7%) (0.3%) (62.7%)
100 2,430,830 649,830 231,428 113
(78.9%) (21.1%) (7.5_)
150 2,854,880 629,477 151,821 113
(8].9Z) (18.1_) (4.4%)
• • 200 1,504,186 325,394 130,211 113
(82.2%) (17.8%) (7.1%)
250 858,771 121,156 134,843 112
(87.b%) (12.4%) (13.8%)
300 5b0,444 49,558 158,987 112
= (91.9Z) (8.1%) (26.1%)






TABLE XV Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
CY-70/Flberlte 934.
I i i il I I II I I
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Naxinnm
Material 12-46 ANU 47-Maximum Molecule Nasa
(%) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
I I I I I I I I L |
25 210,519 672 137,273 81 ...........
(99.7%) (0.3%) (65.0%)
100 730,107 4,303 549,126 92
(99.4%) (0.6%) (74.8%)
150 1,277,540 6,126 984,325 115-
(99.5%) (0.5%) (76.7%)
200 1,188,684 7,442 901,051 218
(99.4%) (0.6%) (75.3%)
250 1,272,729 30,774 859,829 236
(97.6%) (2.4%) (66.0%)
I, ,,,,,, ,, • ,, , ,| I _ I I I
TABLE X'VZ Residual Gas Analysis Di_;ital Amplifier Output In Counts For
!|ysol EA-9309 Ambient Cuzad,
| l i |
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 _ 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A,_)
__ i I I
25 283,802 291 160,445 85
(99.90Z) (0.I0%) (56.5%)
100 327,114 3,157 184,353 86
(99.04Z) (0.96%) (55.8%)
150 736,646 5,061 367,996 95
(99.32%) (0.68%) (49.6%)
200 800, 34 3 11,981 581,228 95
(98. 537.) (1. 477_) (71.6%)
250 1,060.123 27,679 789,811 105
(97.46?.) (2.54_) ( 72.6Z)
300 1,326° 976 63,246 866,74.5 108
(95.45_) (4.55Z) (62.3Z)
i i t , m , | I
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TABLE XI_I Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
Hysol EA-9309 Cured One Hour at 180°F.
ml | m
Temperature Sum of Sum of Wa_er Idaxtmma
M_terial 12-46 ANU 47-Naximum Noleeule Mass
(%) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_m)
I | I l
'4 25 195,698 124 115,355 57
(99.94%) (.063%) (58.9%)
100 568,840 9,235 372,605 95
(98.40%) (1.60%) (64.5%)
150 1,358,473 49,510 1,068,304 95
(96.48%) (3.52%) (75.9%)
200 2,266,964 78,813 1,395,023 108
(96.64%) (3.36%) (59.5%)
250 2,552,262 127,280 1,438,627 108
(95.25%) (4.75_) (53.7%)
300 2,870,454 238,013 1,339,561 108
(92.34%) (7.66%) (43.1%)
I J w i
TABLE XVIII Residu.l Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For Hysol EA-934 A/B Ambient Cured,
I I I
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AHLI 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts (counts) (counts) (AHU)
I • I I
25 555,818 I7,322 329,428 95
(97.0_) (3.0Z) (57.5_)
50 530,035 21,704 294,574 95
(gb. 1%) (3.9_) (53.3_)
I00 I,208,044 41,759 b60,842 9b
..._ (96.7_.) (3.3_) (52.9_)
150 2,0b0,525 51,02b 1,445,545 95
(97.0C_) (2.4_,) (68.5_;)
200 l ,g95,562 b4,404 I ,403,8b0 95
" (9b. 9_) (3.1_;) (68.1_)
): 250 2,127,058 q2,353 1,450,5tl 220




TABLE XIX Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifie_ Output In Coun_ For
Hysol EA-934 AJB Cured One Hour at 180vF.
I II I I II l l • ,L I I I •
I"
p_, Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
terial 12-46 AMU 47-Ma_mum Molecule Mass
c) (co_s) (counts) (co_ts) (_J)
I II I Im i I i i i i i i .. | j
2.5 441,285 1,599 287,138 72
(99.6%) (0.4%) (64.8%)
50 403,802 2,483 259,162 72
(99.4%) (0.6%) (63.8%)
100 787,565 17,470 547,369 93
(97.8%) (2.2%) (68.0%)
150 1,754,481 28,229 1,277,302 94
(98.4%) (1.6I) (71.6%)
200 2,144,258 50,399 1,537,741 98
(97.7%) (2.3%) (70.1%)
250 2,971,706 97,066 1,98"1,213 98
(96.8%) (3.2%) (64.8%)
I I -m, , • i m im _"
Table XX Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
HLI.
I Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Haximum
Material 12-46 AHU 47-Haximum Holecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
25 134,458 0 83,201 44
(100%) (61.9%)
100 143,875 213 89,596 57
(99.9_) (0.1%) (62.2%)
150 169,142 1,015 107,430 106
(99.4_) (0.6%) (63.1%1
i_ 200 132,580 5bb 80,067 57
_99.6_) (0.43) (60.1_)
250 132,906 584 71,819 57
(99.bg) (0.43) (53.9Z)




iTable _I Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
3M-415, JPL# 141-TGA-I.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Materlal 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
25 88,149 0 23,146 44
(100%) (26.3%) i
!
I00 115,275 954 38,249 70
(99.2%) (0.8%) (32.9%) i
200 601,997 146,082 128,491 112
(80.5%) (19.5%) (17.27=)
300 2,837,608 1,849,410 98,375 113
(60.5%) (39.5%) (2.1%)
, Table XXII Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
3M-415, JPL# 141-TGA-2.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (/t_U)
25 ........... 297,995 0 117,721 44
(100%) (39.5%)
I00 281,712 0 115,505 44
(100%) (41.0%)
200 409,751 4,008 243,083 71
(99.0%) (1.0%) (58.7%)




Table XXIII Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
Brand X, JPL# 142-TGA-1.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
i (oc) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AHU)
i 25 61,982 339 31,981 71(99.5%) (0.5%) (51.3%)
I00 84,871 5,234 43,988 111
(94.2%) (5.8%) (48.8%)
i
,; 200 553,684 117.237 137,403 219
(82.5Z) (17.5%) (20.5Z)
i 300 3,405,230 2,159,266 102,528 232(61.2%) (38.8%) (1.8%)
Table XXIV Resldual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts For
_ Brand X, JPL# 142-TGA-2. i
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum i
Material 12-46 AHU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass I
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AHU)
25 518,741 0 333,290 44
(IOOZ) (64.2%)
100 468,604 0 292,936 44
(lOOZ) (62.5%)
200 _71,739 3,645 294,643 71
(99.2%) (0.8%) (62.0%)
300 1,148,274 158,741 423,376 112
(87.9%) (12.1%) (32.4%)
32
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ITable XXV Residual Gas Analysis DigltalAmpllfler Output In Counts
iI For Fiberite 934, JPL# 52-TGA-I.
I,
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
I' Materlal 12-46 ,._ 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
_ (oc) (counts) (counts) (counts) (_)25 564,660 0 367,073 44(100Z) (65.0Z)
i00 491,443 0 312,158 44
L _I00%) (63.5%)
b_
i 'i 200 748,713 0 538,571 44
(100%) (71.9%) i
1
Table XXVI Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For Fiberlte 934, JPL# 52-TGA-2.
Ii Temperature Sum of Sum of Water MaximumMaterial 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
I (°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)25 300,412 0 176,347 44
, (100%) (58.7%)
100 274,509 0 158,137 44
C00X) (57.6Z)





, Table XXVII Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
ml For Fiberite 934, JPL# 52A-TGA-I.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass.i: (°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
25 451,0_8 0 264,491 44
(I00_) ($8.6_)
-f
_ i00 418,365 0 247,117 44
_. (i00%) (59.1%)
I_ 200 1,225,752 90 914,304 47
j (100%) (0.0%) (74.6%)
O.
_ Table XXVIII Residual Gas Analysis Digital Ampli£ier Output In Counts
_' For Fiberite 934, JPL# 52B-TGA-I.
"% Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
_ Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
=: (°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (_I_)
_J
_ 25 1,337,915 77,669 569,491 60(94.5%) (5.5%) (40..%)
I00 1,220,531 70,941 507,682 60
(94.5%) (5.5%) (39.3%)
_: 1300 5,673,189 98,746 4,325,265 104




Table XXIX Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For Braycote 3L-38-RD, JPL# 112-1.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (_)
25 404,512 0 251,000 44
(100%) (62.1%)
I00 347,550 0 205,224 44
(100%) (59.0%)
i--_. 200 422,758 13,788 178,936 131(96.8%) (3.2%) (41.0%)
-'_ 300 592,457 261,517 191,412 135
(69.4%) (30.6%) (22.4%)
l.
Table XXX Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output _n Counts
For Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8/463-6-5, JPL# II5B-TGA-2. L
I
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AI'_)
25 514,334 12,898 313,999 135
(97.6%) (2.4%) (59.6%)
I00 488,842 14,724 292,112 135
(97.1%) (2.9%) (58.0%)




Table XXX1 Residual Ga_ Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8, JPL# 127-TGA-2.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
25 539,579 1,042 329,574 119
(99.8%) (0.2%) (61.0%)
100 560,795 5,967 336,352 119
(98.9%) (1.1%) (59.3%)
200 7,646,982 4,004,534 347,031 154
(65.6%) (34.4%) (3.0_)
Table XXXII Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For Chemglaze Z-306 AP-131, JPL# 129C-TGA-2.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (ANU)
25 599,907 0 376,206 44
(100%) (62.7%)
100 521,454 0 318,629 44
(100%) (61.1%)
200 573,354 38,361 299,!64 174
(93.8%) (6.2%) (48.5%)






Table RXRV Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For 3M Hoxtel 401-Cl0, .IPL#143-TGA-I.
_. Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
i Material 12-46 AFR! 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
, (oc) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AH]3)
• 25 595,6?6 81 378,211 57
(IOOZ) (O.OZ) (63.5X)
I: 100 1,406,992 1,743 1,042,139 87
_ (99.9Z) (0.1Z) (74.0Z) i
i 1,598,429 744,b94 610,573 1492OO
I. (68.2Z) (31.8Z) (2b.lZ) ..
325 3,295,370 1,242,806 775,774 205
(72.bZ) (27.4Z) (17.1Z)
Table XXXVI Rosldual t:a.qAnalysis Digltal Amplifier Output ht Counts
For 3M Nextel 401-CI0, .IPL#143-TGA-2.
Temperature Stm_or Sum of Water Maximum
Muterial i 2-4b A}RI 47-Maxi_mm Molecule Mass
(°C) (Counts_ _Cottnts) (counts) (,_RI)
25 52 _), 34i 0 315,058 44
tlOOZ) (59.bZ)
_.3 1,040,365 57100 1,4_.,bl0 '_'*'
(IOOZ) (O.OZ) (?2.7%)
150 1,87b,358 123,325 l,OqS,Sb2 107
t'_3.8_) tb.2_) (54.8_)
__ II "1
- --" " ............ '"' '' ........ :" '" 00000001-TSE03
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Table XXXVII Residual Gas, Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For 3M Nextel 401-CI0/901-Pi, JPL# 144-TGA-I. !
i •°
4
_- Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
'_ (°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU) i
25 524,336 O.... 311,804 44 !
(100%) (59.5%) ' !
_ 100 1,399,444 387 1,041,539 59
_ (100%) (0.0%) (74.4%) _
225 1,490,160 574,969• 493,299 148
_; (72.2%) (27.8%) (23.9%)
_: 325 2,691,768 1,325,623 601,837 203
(67.0%) (33.0%) (15.0%)
m
Table XXXVIII Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
_: For 3M Nextel 401-CI0/901-PI, JPL# 144-TGA-2.
_
: Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(°c) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
25 467,525 0 275,011 44
(100%) (58.8%)
m
I00 1,540,678 689 1,072,174 91
(I00%) (0.0%) (69.6%)
'< 200 l,ObO,O13 440,329 392,023 148
(70.7%) (29.3%) (26.1%)
If 300 2,537,329 1,834,043 488,341 206
(58.0%) (42.0%) (11.2%)
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Table XXXIX Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Countd
For SolithaueLt3/Cll3-300, Formulation 8, JPL# 12A-TGA-1.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maxlmum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-_Imum Molecule Mass
(°C) (counts) (counts) (counts) (AMU)
b: 25 434,579 0 256,278 44
(100%) (59.0%)
I00 402,208 0 237,892 44
(i00%) (59.1%)
250 2,619,245 4,827,169 159,579 176
(35.2%) (64.8%) (2.1%)
Table XL. Residual Gas Analysis Digital Amplifier Output In Counts
For Solithane 113/C113-300, Formulation 1, JPL# 12B-TGA-I.
Temperature Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material 12-46 AMU 47-Maximum Molecule Mass
(o¢) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
25 548,912 0 334,169 44
(100_) (60.9_)
100 493,134 0 294,821 44
(I00%) (59.8%)
225 1,881,653 1,008,076 205,952 175
(65.1%) (34.9) (7.1%)
40
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iTable XLI. Residual Gas _nalysls DiglLal Amplifer
I Output In Counts For MLI Isothermal Test.
' Temperature Elapsed Sum of Sum of Water Maximum
Material Time 12-46 AMU 47-Maxlmum Molecule Mass
(°C) (ml.) (counts) (counts) (counts) (A_)
8 0 977,031 882 689,269 81
i (99.9%) (0.1%) (70.5%)
43 92 142,393 64 75,448 57
': (lOO%) (0.0%) (53.o_)
N
32 207 69,704 0 16,019 44
(100%) (23.0%)




T3.LVacuum O_tical Degradation Tests and Results
3.3.1 Test Facility and Procedures - The test facility
shown previously in Fig. 1 was used..to measure the transmittance
of varying thicknesses of CVCM from CFP VOD sources. Each
source consisted of two concentric segments. The central cir-
cular area was 2.54 cm in diameter and the outer concentric ring
(coplanar with the central area) was 0._35 cm wide and 9.25 cm
outer diameter. The source was designed to uniformly deposit
CVCM on both the MgF2 window and the TQCM crystal. The simple
concentric ring configuration also allowed a.closed form equa-
tion to be used in solving for the viewfaator between the source
and receivers. 6 Figure 6 illustrates the source/receptor geo-
metry.
Table XLII presents the planned VOD test matrix. However,
the periods of transmittance measurements were tailored to the
outgassing rate measured with each source material; th m, varia-
tions in the matrix did occur. Initial attempts to obtain the
baseline (1007.) transmittance of the clean MgF2 window showed
complete absorption of the vuv below 160 am. It was assumed
that water molecules in some form were being deposited on the
-ll0°C window surface (chamber pressure remained in the low
10 -6 Torr pressure region during all the tests). Raising the
window temperature to -85°C extended the period of no signifi-
cant degradation of transmission. The window and TQCM were
controlled near -80°C and the outgassing source near +50°C.
For some of the tests, the window was raised to -40°C and the
transmittance measured in order to reemlt any water molecules
from the surface. The transmittance was also measured after
each contaminated window reached ambient temperature.
3.3.2 VOD Test Results - The following figures and tables
present the test results for each of the tested materials.
Each column labeled T in the tables presents the transmittance
of the CVCM for that specific thickness. The transmittance is
calculated by dividing the ratio of the sample and reference
lock-in voltmeters with the window contaminated to the ratio of
the sample and reference voltmeters with the window clean. The
columns labeled T# present the normalized CVCM transmittance
obtained by adding the background transmittance (obtained from
Fig. 4) to the measured transmittance, T. The figures showing
6D.C. Hamilton and W.R. Morgan, Radiant-lnterchange Configuration
Factors, NACA TN 2836, December 1952.
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Figure b. Schematic View Of VOD Source/Receptor Geometry.
......... ,___...u _ ,.
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Table XLII. VOP Test Matrix For Each Source Material
L R! i m ....
OUTGASSING
DAY OF WEEK ACTION TIME AT T
(Hrs)





Monday Clean State Transmittance.?o
Bring Source to Temperature.T O
MonitorDeposition.TQCM
Stop Deposition: Measure_1 6
ContinueDeposition
Tuesday MonitorDeposition.TQCM
Stop Deposition: Measure?2 24
ContinueDeposition
Wednesday MonitorDeposition.TQCM
Stop Deposition: Measure ?3 48
ContinueDeposition
Thursday MonitorDeposition.TQCM
Stop Deposition: Me_sure?4 72
ContinueDeposition
Friday MonitorDeposition.TQCM








the CVCM thickness in angstroms versus time have been corrected
for periods of non-isothermal outgassing. Each plot begins when
the source material reaches the stable isothermal temperature.
After an appropriate time, the source heat was stopped and LN2
flowed through the source holder tubing. The outgassing of the
source stopped very quickly, monitored by the TQCM output. After
the transmission measurement was performed, the source heat was
_: turned on. It took about 20 minutes to bring the source up to
- its isothermal temperature. This period has been removed from
the CVCM thickness plots. The CVCM estimated thickness is ob-
tained by dividing the product of the TQCM sensitivity times the
[_ normalized TQCM frequency (measured value minus the chamber back-
ground obtained from Fig. 3 at the specific time) by an assumed





_ CURE: i HR @ 257°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE
SOURCE TEMPERATURE: 5l°C
:'_ WINDOW TEMPERATURE : -8 I°C
TQCM TEMPERATURE : -81°C
.L-
COMMENTS: TOTAL WEIGHT LOSS 0.5 mE
CVCM TRANSMITTANCE INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO WAVELENGTH
_.m: RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
;_,:._ WARMED TO "60°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
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Figure ?. CVCM Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Materlal Ablebond 36-2 CVCM
Thickness In Angstroms_48,C_ 76,_90,_ 102.
47
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_III. CVL'I!Trersmlttance Versus Wevelengch, Source lqater£el Ablebond 36-2,Source Tewperature 51oc, HSF2 Window Temperature .81Oc.
("') T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4
,,m,q
120 0.59 0.64 0.21 0.42 0.10 0.42 0.06 0.48
125 0.60 0.65 0.23 0.44 0.11 0.43 0.05 0.47
130 0.63 0.68 0.29 0.50 0.14 0.46 0.08 0.50
135 0.65 0.70 0.34 0.55 0.16 0.48 0.10 0.52
1/,O 0.68 0.73 0.40 0.61 0.21 0.53 0.13 0.53
145 0.74 0.77 0.48 0.64 0.29 0.55 0.20 0.59
150 0.78 0.81 0.60 0.76 0.39 0.65 0.30 0.69
155 0.81 0.84 0.67 0.83 0.49 0.75 0.39 0.78
160 0.82 0.84 0.71 0.80 0.58 0.72 0.49 0.67
165 0.84 0.86 0.74 0.83 0.64 0.78 0.53 0.71
170 0.86 0.88 0.77 0.86 0.70 0.84 0.59 0.77
175 0.88 0.90 0.80 0.89 0.71 0.85 0.62 0.80
ISO 0.87 0.88 0.80 0 89 0.72 0.86 0.63 0.81
185 0.89 0.90 0.77 0.86 0.67 0.81 0.59 0.77
190 0.90 0.91 0.75 0.84 0.62 0.76 0.52 0.70
195 0.88 0.90 0.73 0.82 0.62 0.76 0.50 0.68
200 0.88 0.90 0.74 0.83 0.63 0.76 0.52 0.70
205 0.91 0.92 0.73 0.82 0.65 0.79 0.56 0.74
210 0.91 0.91 0.78 0.82 0.75 0.83 0.68 0.78
220 0.93 0.93 0.86 0.90 0.85 0.93 0.81 0.91
230 0.92 0.92 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.96 0.83 0.93
240 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.94 0.90 0.98 0.89 0.99
250 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.96 0.96
260 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.98 0.98
270 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.97 0.97
280 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95
290 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
300 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.97
CVCM -='=--=----'--"--_
THICKNESS 48 76 90 1_2
IE AFFER












COMMENTS: STOPPED TEST AT 989 HIN; LN2 VALVE STUCK OPEN,RAN OUT ALLOWING WINDOW TEMPERATURE TO REACH +9 C
CVCM HIGHLY ABSORBING FOR WAVELENGTHS BELOW 160.nm
WARMED TO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T ffi0.45 @ 120 nm








'Fable XLIV. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wavelensth, Source Materiel Trebond
!" 8B-2116, Source =e_er_cure 49oc, Window Temperature -76Oc,
_' Chamber Pressure 3xlO "° Torr. MSF2
Ii
(nm) :, : 31 T T2 T 33
115 0.26 0.28 0.08 _ 0.08 --..
120 0.17 0.19 0.02 -- 0.02 --
| 125 0.20 0.22 0.02 -- 0.02 --
| 130 C.28 0.30 0.02 -- 0.02 --
135 0.2: 0.26 0.01 -- 0.01 --
140 0.13 0.15 0.00 -- 0.01 --
145 0.11 0.12 0.00 -- 0.00 --
150 0.21 0.22 0.00 -- 0.00 --
155 8.38 0.39 0.03 -- 0.02 --
160 C.68 0.68 0.26 0.30 0.14 0.22
165 0.91 0.92 0.58 0.62 0.51 0.59
170 0.93 0.94 0.68 0.72 0.63 0.71
175 0.95 0.96 0.73 0.77 0.69 0.77
180 0.95 0.96 0.75 0.79 0.73 0.81
185 0.9- 0.94 0 _7 0.81 0.72 0.80
190 0.ge 0.96 0.76 0.80 0.70 0.78
195 1.01 1.01 0.79 0.83 0.67 0.75
200 _.9? 0.98 0.78 0.82 0.67 0.75
205 :.0: 1.01 0.84 0.88 0.73 0.81
210 1.05 1.05 0.90 0.90 0.82 0.85
220 1.0. 1.04 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.90
230 :.35 1.05 0.96 0.96 0.88 0.91
240 1.05 1.08 1.02 1.02 0.96 0.99
250 1.3_ 1.08 1.04 1.04 0.99 0.9g
260 1.11 1.11 1.05 1.05 1.01 1.01
270 1.1! 1.11 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.02
280 1.10 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.04
290 ".35 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01
300 I.OT 1.07 1.02 1.02 1.04 1.04
C;'C_ I
THICKNESS 72 I(A) J I _sz 208
100X 5CN_; 36 1 281 989(mln)
.dl
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CURE: 72 HR @ ANBIENT/AMBIENT PRESSURE
SOURCE TEMPERATURE: 52°C
_i, WINDOW TENPERATURE: - 73°C
TQCN TEMPERATURE: °65°C
COI_nqENTS: CVCH TRANSMITTANCE INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO WAVELENGTH
NO RELATIVE NINIl_! IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
WARMEDTO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON 'TRANSMITTANCE
t.. AFTER TEST, A_IENT TENPERATURE, T " 0.40 _a 120 nm




Table XLV.CVCHTransmittance Versus Wavelensth, Source Haterlel EA-9309,
Ambient Cure, Source Temperature 52°C, NSF2 Widow Temperature
-73Oc.
WAVELENGTH T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4 /(_)
f 115 0.53 0.56 0.40 0.45 0.26 0.34 0.06 M
120 0.52 0.55 0.33 0.38 0.17 0.25 0.01 .....
125 0.46 0.49 0.31 0.36 0.13 0.21 0.0_ .......
130 0.SL 0.54 0.38 0.43 0.18 0.26 0.01 --
_" 135 0.53 0.56 0.44 0.49 0.23 0.31 0.02 --
140 0.60 0.63 0.52 0.57 0.31 0.39 0.01
145 0.62 0.64 0.57 0.60 0.38 0.43 0.02 0.20
150 0.65 0.67 0.60 0.63 0.43 0.48 0.05 0.23
155 0.65 0.67 0.62 0.65 0.47 0.52 0.07 0.25
160 0.72 0.72 0.68 0.69 0.54 0.56 0.10 0.20
165 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.60 0.62 0.13 0.23
b 170 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.66 0.68 0.20 0.30
175 0.75 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.71 0.73 0.26 0.36
IJ) 180 0.73 0.73 0.78 0.79 0.76 0.78 0.39 0.49
185 0.79 0.79 0.83 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.53 0.63
190 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.58 0.68
195 0.81 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.61 0.71
200 0.80 0.80 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.67 0.77
205 0.83 0.83 0._0 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.80 0.90
_ 210 0.87 0.87 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.93 0.98
220 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.94 1.03 1.08
230 0.92 0.92 0.99 0,99 0.97 0.97 1.18 1.23
240 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.01 0.98 0.98 1.18 1.23
:,L 250 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 1.16 1.16
" 260 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.20 1.20
270 1.03 1.03 0.98 0.98 1.03 1.03 1.26 1.26
280 1.03 1.03 0.98 0.98 1.03 1.03 1.26 1.26
290 1.06 1.06 0.97 0.97 1.03 1.03 1.24 1.24
300 106 106 100 100 107 107 128 128









CURE: 10 HR @ AMBIENT, 5 HR @ 125°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE
SOUI_EE TEMPERATURE : 63°C
WINDOW TEMPERATURE : -84%
TQCM TEMPERATURE : -81°C
COMMENTS : CVCM TRANSMITTANCE INVERSELY PROPORATIONAL TO WAVELENGTH
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T ffi0_52 @ 120 nm
VISIBLE CONTAMINANT ON SURFACE, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AND
PRESSURE
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Fl!_urv I_. CVCM Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material EA-9309, Cured l'JHr




X_V1. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wsvelenjth, Source Materiel EA-9309, Cured 10 Hrs Ambient/
5 tire 125°F, Source Temperature 63°C, Mf_ 2 Wlndcm Temperature -84°C. /
WAVELENGTR T T2 T T2 T T 3 T T4 T T$ T T6
(nn)
115 0,69 0,71 0,33 0,39 0,2.5 0,33 0,03 -- 0,04 -0 0,06 N
120 0,67 0.69 0,23 0,29 0,14 0,22 0,03 -- 0,02 -- 0,02 --
12.5 0.64 0.66 0.26 0.32 0.12 0.20 0.02 -- 0.01 -- 0.01 --
130 0.68 0.70 0.32 0.38 0.16 0.24 0.03 -- 0.01 -- 0.01 --
13.5 0.72 0.74 0.36 0.42 0.22 0.30 0.02 -- 0.01 -- 0.01 --
140 0.75 0.77 0.41 0.47 0.31 0.39 0.04 -- 0.01 u 0.01 --
145 0.78 0.79 0.47 0.50 0.36 0.41 0.07 -- 0.03 -- 0.02 --
150 0.85 0.86 0.54 0..57 0.41 0.46 0.10 0.27 0.0S -- 0.03 --
155 0.80 0.81 0.58 0.61 0.45 0.50 0.16 0.33 0.06 -- 0.05 --
160 0.82 0.82 0.69 0.70 0.53 0.55 0.23 0.33 0.09 0.23 0.07 0.26
165 0.85 0.85 0.74 0.75 0.58 0.60 0.35 0.45 0.14 0.2a 0.10 0.29
170 0.87 0.87 0.78 0.79 0.63 0.63 0.41 0.51 0.18 0.32 0".15 0.34
175 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.69 0.71 0.54 0.64 0.23 0.37 0.21 0.40
180 0.89 0.8q 0.84 0.85 0.75 0.77 0.76 0.86 0.33 0.47 0.29 0.48
185 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.90 0.83 0.87 0.89 0.99 0.41 0.55 0.37 0.56
190 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.94 1.04 0.42 0.56 0.38 0.57
19_) 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.87 0.89 0.95 1.0.5 0.42 0.56 0.3)' 0.56
200 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.87 0.89 1.05 1.15 0.44 0..58 0.39 0.58
205 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.98 1.27 1.37 0.54 0.68 0.46 0.6.5
210 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.99 0,99 1.18 1.22 0.63 0.71 0.59 0.69
220 0.93 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.99 0.99 1.39 1.43 0.72 0.80 0.66 0.76
230 0.95 0.9.5 0.95 0.9.5 0.99 0.99 1.38 1.42 0.76 0.84 0.69 0.79
240 0.95 0.9.5 0.96 0.96 1.01 1.01 1.36 1.40 0.82 0.90 0.74 0.84
2_)0 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99 1.36 1.36 0.88 0.88 0.83 0.83
260 0.90 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.99 0.99 1.30 1.36 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.84
270 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 1.37 1.37 0.89 0.89 0.85 0.85
280 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.39 1.39 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.87
290 0,98 0,98 1,01 1,01 0,99 0,99 1,40 1.40 0,96 0,96 0,88 0,88
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I EA-9309 A/BJPL#I40-VOD- 3
WEIGHT: 0.8147 g
CURE: 1 HR @ 180°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE
24 HR @ 176°F; VACUUM
I SOURCE TEMPERATURE: 57%
i WINDOW TEMPERATURE : -79°C
TQCM TEMPERATURE : -82°C
COMMENTS: RELATIVELY LOW OUTGASSING MATERIAL WHEN CURED IN VACUUM
21 TIMES LESS DEPOSITION FOR 2.7 TIMES LESS WEIGHT AFTER
VACUUM BAKE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE T = 0.77 @ 120 nm
T = 0.93 @ 300 nm
' O0000001-TSF13
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Figure 15. CVCM Transmlttance Versus Wavelength, Source Materlal EA-9309, JPM_I40-VOD-3,
CVCM Th_cknesq In AngsLrornsO25,O 51,_71, = 70.
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Table XLV! I. CVCH Transmittance Versus Navelength ' Source Material EA-9309 A/B
p.. JPL #I40-VOD-3, Source Temperaturc 57Oc, MSF2 Window Temperature
-79oc.
I WAVELENGTH T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4
115 0.76 0.82 0.48 0.6) 0.51 0.84 0.32 0.74
120 0.70 0.88 0.43 0.64 0.39 0.72 0.27 0.69
125 0.74 0.92 0.47 0.68 0.36 0.69 0.28 0.70
130 0.78 0.96 0.50 0.71 0.40 0.73 0.31 0.73
) 135 0.75 0.93 0.50 0.71 0.39 0.72 0.31 0.73 i
. 140 0.78 0.96 0.54 0.75 0.45 0.78 0.37 0.79
). 145 0.80 0.83 0.59 0.75 0.47 0.74 0.43 0.79
150 0.81 0.84 0.63 0.79 0.55 0.82 O.51 0.87
155 0.91 0.94 0.77 0.85 0.72 0.99 0.70 1.06
160 0.96 0.97 0.87 0.96 0.82 0.96 0.81 0.99
165 0.96 0.97 0.89 0.98 0.87 1.01 0.85 1.03
170 0.95 0.96 0.87 0.96 0.87 1.01 0.83 1.01
175 0.96 0.97 0.87 0.96 0.85 0.99 0.83 1.01
180 0.92 0.93 0.86 0.95 0.84 0.98 0.83 1.01
185 0.95 0.96 0.86 0.95 0.83 0.97 0.81 0.99
1°0 0.94 0.95 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.94 0.74 0.92
195 0.95 0.96 0.79 0.88 0.79 0.93 0.73 0.91
200 0.97 0.98 0.78 0 87 0.81 0.95 0.76 0.94
205 0.98 0.99 0.84 O.'J3 0.82 0.96 0.79 0.97
210 0.98 0.98 0.87 0.90 0.86 0.94 0.81 0.9]
220 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.93 0.87 0.95 0.86 0.96
230 1.14 1.14 1.04 1.O7 1.04 1.12 1.00 1.10
240 1.03 1.03 0,93 0.96 0,92 1.00 0,89 0,99
250 1.03 ] .03 0,96 0.96 0,94 0.94 0,93 0.93
2_0 1.02 1,02 0,96 0,96 0,96 0.96 0,93 0,93
270 1.09 1.09 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 0 _8 0.98
280 1,06 1.06 _ .Ol 1,01 1,03 ! ,03 0,98 0.98
290 1.06 1.06 1.01 1,01 1,00 1.00 0,98 0,98
300 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.9_, 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.94
i cvcW...... 1--................ , ........... _...........
tHICKNESS | 25 : _. I -[
, :_i 71
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SCOTCHWELD 2216 B/A CLEAR
JPL#31-VOD- 1
- WEIGHT: 1.5187 g
CURE : 24 HR @ AMBIENT ; AMBIENT PRESSURE
SOURCE TEMPERATURE : 64°C
WINDOW TEMPERATURE : -79°C
TQCM TEMPERATURE : -82°C
COMMENTS: CVCM TRANSMITTANCE INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO WAVELENGTH
RELATIVE MINI_flJMIN TRANSMI_'TANCE NEAR 195 nm
WARMED TO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSHI'£TANCE
AFTF= %EST, A_fl31ENTTEMPERATURE, T = 0.88 @ 120 nm
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l'l_.,ur_, 11. CVCMTranamtttance Versus Wavelength, Source Material Scotch-Weld 2216,




Table XLVIII. CVCIdTransmittance Versus Wevelen$ch, Source Materiel S¢otchweld 2216, Cured
A_blent Tempereture, ,q_urce Temperature b4°C, HS_'2 Mtndov Temperature -79°C.
Chamber Pressure 2xlO "_ Tort.
WAVELENGTH T T I T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$
115 0.85 0.89 0.69 0.80 0.39 0.6_ 0.24 0.58 0.11 0.55
120 0.82 0.86 0.65 0.76 0.34 0..57 0.16 0.50 0.10 0.56
12_) 0.82t 0.87 0.65 0.76 0.35 0.58 0.15 0.49 0.10 0.54
130 0.85 0.89 0.69 0.80 0.39 0.62 0.19 0.53 0.12 0.56
135 0.85 0.89 0.70 0.81 0.44 0.67 0.22 0.56 0.14 0.58
140 0.87 0.91 0.75 0.86 0.50 0.73 0.27 0.61 0.19 0.63
145 0.89 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.58 0.75 0.34 0.62 0.2.5 0.63
150 0.92 0.94 0.83 0.90 0.67 0.84 0.46 0.74 0.36 0.74
155 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.97 0.77 0.94 0.59 0.87 0.49 0.87
100 0.96 0.97 0.93 0.96 0.84 0.94 0.70 0.84 0.59 0.78
165 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.85 0.95 G.70 0.84 0.60 0.79
170 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.99 0.86 0.96 0._3 0.87 0.64 0.83
175 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.99 0.86 0.96 0.75 0.89 0.65 0.84
180 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.96 0.74 0.88 0.63 0.82
185 0.96 0.97 0.93 0.96 0.79 0.89 0.66 0.80 0.5.5 0.74
190 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.91 0.70 0.80 0.5.5 0.69 0.4.5 0.64
195 0.93 0.94 0.8.:* 0.87 0.66 0.76 0.50 0.64 0.40 0..59
200 0.92 0.93 0.85 0.88 0.67 0.77 0.53 0.67 0.43 0.62
205 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.91 0.75 0.85 0.64 0.78 0..56 0.75
210 0.97 0.97 0.9._ 0.94 0.83 0.88 0.78 0.86 0.71 0.81
220 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.96 0.86 0.94 0.82 0.92
230 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.92 0.97 0.8q 0.96 0.8.5 0.9.5
240 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.02 0.97 1.02 0.94 1.02 0.94 1.04
250 1.03 1.03 !.06 1.06 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02
260 1.04 1.0'_ 1 .Oh i.06 1.05 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.Of 1.01
270 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.05 l.OJ 1.03 1.02 1.02
280 1.04 1.04 1,03 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1,00 1.00
290 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.08 I.Oil 1.03 I.OJ 1.04 1.04
300 1.05 1.05 I .0.; 1.04 I .09 1.09 1.07 1.6/ I._5 1.05
I'HIL'KNvSS l 2D I 68 141 ! 250 / 303
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SCOTCHNELD 2216 B/A CLEAR
JPL4_31-VOD-2
WEIGHT: 1.6967 g




COMMENTS : RELATIVELY LITTLE CHANGE IN TRANSMITTANCE WHEN CVCN
THICKNESS IS _NCREASED 3.4 TIMES
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Figure tg. CVCM Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material Scotch-Weld 2216,
Cured 9 Hr Ambient/5 Hr 125oF, CVCH ThlcknessO57,_160,_193.
71
00000001-TSG08
Table XLIX. CVCMTransmittance VerLus Wavelengch, Source Naterial
Scotchweld 2216, Cured 9 Hr Ambient/5 Hr 125°F, Source
Temperature 56°C. NBF2 Windov Temperature -72Oc.
WAVELENGTH T T1 T T2 T T3
115 0.59 0.68 0.29 0.51 0.20 0.58
120 0.55 0.64 0.22 0.44 0.14 0.52
125 0.58 0.67 0.23 0.45 0.13 0.51
130 0.60 0.69 0.26 0.48 0.15 0.53
135 0.60 0.69 0.29 0.51 0.17 0.55
140 0.63 0.72 0.35 0.57 C.21 0.59
1_5 0.66 0.72 O.41 0.57 0.27 0.59
150 0.70 0.76 0.52 0.68 0.38 0.70
155 0.77 0.83 0.66 0.82 0.53 0.85
160 0.79 0.82 0.74 0.84 0.63 0.79
165 0,81 0.84 0.74 0.84 0.63 0.79
170 0.80 0.83 0.76 0.86 0.66 0,82
175 0.81 0.84 0.77 0.87 0.67 0.83
]80 0.85 0.88 0.76 0.86 0.65 0.81
185 0.82 0.85 0.68 0.78 0.59 0.75
190 0.80 0.83 0.60 0.70 0.50 0.66
195 0.71 0.74 0.54 0.64 0.44 0.b0
200 0.74 0.77 0.56 0.66 0.47 0.63
205 0.79 0.82 0.64 0.74 0.57 0.73
210 0.85 0.85 0.73 0.77 0.6_ 0.78
220 0.86 0.86 0.79 0.83 0.76 0.85
230 0.89 0.89 0.80 0.84 0.77 0.86
240 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.91 0.8_ 0.94
250 0.94 0.94 O.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
260 0.94 0.94 0.91 O.ql 0.90 0.90
270 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89
280 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.89
290 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94
300 , O.q2 0.92 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.96
CVCN 1 ..... _............. !
' 1HZCKNES5 57 I |bO 193(A) i
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SCOTCHWELD 2216 B/A CLEAR
JPL# 31 -VOD- 3
WEIGHT: ABOD'_ _.5935 ..g
SUBSTRATE NOT MEASURED, ASSUME AVERAGE 81.3700 g
CURE : 9 HR @ AMBIENT, 4 HR @ 125°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE
24 HR @ 176°F; VACUUM
SOUI_EE TEMPERATURE : 56°C
|-
WINDOW TEMPERATURE : -79°C
TOCM TEMPEI_TURE: -80°C
COMMENTS: RELATIVELY LITTLE CHANGE IN TRANSMITTANCE WHEN CVCM
THICKNESS IS DOUBLED
VACUUM BAKE REDUCES DEPOSITION BY MORE THAN A FACTOR
OF 2
WARMED TO -40°C PRODUCES A SLIGHT INCREASE (4%) IN
TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, A_mlENT TEMPERATURE T = 1.00 @ 120 nm
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Fi_rt' 21. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material Scotch-Weld 2216,






I Table L. CVCH Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material S .Lch-Weld 2216,
; JPL #31-V00-3, Source Temperature 56°C, HSF2 Window Temperature -79nC,
Chamber Pressure 4xlO "6 Torr.
WAVELENGTH T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4
l 115 0.65 0.73 0.56 0.68 0.35 0.59 0.21 0.55
t 120 0.64 0.72 0.52 0.64 0.34 0.58 0.24 0.585 . . . 3 . 5 .40 .64 . 8 .62
130 0.66 0.74 0.56 0.68 0.43 0.67 0.31 0.65
135 0.68 0.76 0.59 0.71 0.47 0.71 0.37 0.71
140 0.69 0.77 0.61 0.73 0.53 0.77 0.42 0.76
)" 145 0.67 0.72 0.62 0.70 0.56 0.74 0.45 0.73
. 150 0.71 0.76 0.64 0.72 0.60 0.78 0.52 0.80
155 0.74 0.79 0.70 0.78 0.66 0.84 0.60 0.88
160 0.74 0.76 0.70 0.74 0.70 0.80 0.67 0.81
_" 165 0.80 0.82 0.77 0.81 0.77 0.87 0.71 0.85
170 0.81 0.83 0.76 0.80 0.76 0.86 0.71 0.85
175 0.80 0.82 0.76 0.80 0.75 0.85 0.72 0.86
180 0.83 0.85 0.78 0.82 0.77 0.87 0.73 0.87
t"
l 185 0.79 0.81 0.76 0.80 0.74 0.84 0.68 0.82
." 190 0.76 0.78 0.68 0.72 0.65 0.75 0.60 0.74
195 0.73 0.75 0.65 0.69 0.60 0.70 0.55 0.69
200 0.73 0.75 0.65 0.69 O.bl 0.?1 0.57 0.71
205 0.75 0.77 0.70 0.74 0.66 0.76 0.62 0.76
210 0.80 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.78 0.83 0.71 0.79
220 0.80 0.80 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.82 0.74 0.82
230 0.84 0.84 0.78 0.78 0.80 0.85 0.77 0.85
240 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.82 0.84 0.89 0.79 0.87
250 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84
260 [ 0.88 0.88 0.84 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87
270 I 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.88
280 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.87
290 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.92 0.92 0.89 0.89
300 0.92 0.92 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.89 0.89
T|I|CKNESS , 62 85 131 137
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TRANSMXTTANCEFORTn_ CREATERTUN I000 _N AND
EXCEEDEDIT AT 2831 MIN MAKINGTIlE PLOT IN FIG. 23
QUESTIONABLE
J
WARMED TO -40°C PRODUCED NO SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN
_ TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T a 1.20 @ 120 nm
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Table LI. CVCNTraMtLttan©e Versus Vavelenith. Source NaterLal N4-415, Source
TespeT, tUre 55°C, N8F2 Wlndov Teuper, ture -82°C, Ch,ublr IPreeeuze
5z10 "Q Tort.
t_V_l_qGl'it T T1 T T2 T _r3 T T4(,,.)
115 0.74 0,77 O.Sl 0.59- 0.23 0.46 0.17 0,52
120 0,81 0,8¢- 0,$6 0.64 0.24 0.47 0.17 0.52--
125 0,80 0,83 0.56 0.66 0.26 0.67 0,18 0,53
130 0,81 0,84- 0.59 0,67 0,27 0,50 0,21 0,56
135 0,83 0,86 0.60 0.68 0.33 0.5$ 0,25 0.60
160 0.82 0.85 0.62 O.70 0.38 0.60 0.30 0.65
165 0.87 0,89 O,61 0.66 0.67 0.65 0,37 0.65
ISO 0.89 0.91 0.60 0.65 (I.56 0.76 0.67 0.75
1255 0.90 0.92 0.58 0.63 0.63 0,81 0.57 0.8.5
160 0.98 0.98 O.62 0.66 0,73 0.83 0,69 0.83
165 0,98 0,98 0.64 0.66 0.76 0.86 0,73 0.87
170 0.98 0.98 0,65 0.67 0.78 0.88 0.75 0.89
175 0.97 0.97 0.65 0.67 0.78 0.88 0.73 0.89
180 1,02 1,02 0,67 0,69 0,79 0,89 0,77 0,91
18$ 0.q8 0.q8 0,63 0.6_, 0.76 0.86 0.71 0,85
lqO 0,97 0,97 0.62 0.(_ 0.68 0.78 0.63 0.77
195 0,99 0.99 0,6.1 0,6`5 0,63 0,7.1 0,58 0,72
200 1.00 1.00 0.62 0.66 0.6] 0.73 0.59 0.73
20_ 0.99 0.99 0.70 0.72 0.76 0.86 0.71 0.85
210 0.9q o.qq 0.75 0.7_ 0.7q 0.86 0.70 0.78
220 1,02 1,02 0,8_ 0,83 0,84 0,89 0,84 0.92
_30 0.q6 O.qt, O.tq O.?q 0.78 0.83 0.79 0.87
•J40 0._" 0.q8 0.8q 0.8_ (I.86 0._| 0.80 0.88
_0 0,99 0,9_ 0,07 0.97 0.88 (I.88 0,88 0,8l_
_60 1.0l l.Ol O.97 O.q; O.qO o.qo O.92 O.92
_70 1 .OI 1.01 O.97 O.q; o.qo o.qo 0.92 0.92
280 0,99 0.99 0.9U 0.96 0.Sq 0.89 0.90 o.qo
2,Ju 0.99 o.9_ o.,,6 o.qe, o.88 0.88 0.88 o.,
k' _oo 1.o,_ 1.o: o... 0.,,_ o.,,_ q._: o.._ o.?_21....
CVOI
7':. TItI(,KNI"SS bl I _0 _7 261








_" WEIGHT: 0.1108 g




COM_NTS: RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 195 nm
WARMED TO -40% NO AFFECT ON TRANSITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE T = 0.86 @ 120 nm
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Figure 25. CVC_ ¢r?n_m_ttance Versus Wavelength, Source Haterial Chemglaze Z-306,
J_L_ 129B-VOD-1, CVCHTh_/kness In Angstroms O 67, _ 158, _ 181, x, 190.
83
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_. Table LII. CVCHTranJmtctance Yeraua Wavelen8th, Source l_terial Cheujlue
Z-306, JPLt+I-_95-VOD-1, Souse Temperature 57°C_ MSF2 Mindov
• Temperature -6-_°C. Chamber Pressure 5x10 "6 Tort.
lure) T 71 T T2 T T3 T T6
115 0.69 0.75 0.23 0.4& 0.11 0.43 0.09 0.51
120 0.67 0.73 0.22 0.43 0.12 0._ 0.08 0.50
125 _ 0.69 0.75 0.25 0.46 0.14 0.46. 0.10 0.52
Ii 130 0.71 0.:7 0.30 0.51 0.18 0.50 0.14 0.56
135 0.74 0.80 0.36 0.57 0.21 0.53 0.18 0.60
140 0.75 0.81 0.42 0.63 0.26 0.58 0.24 0.66
145 0.79 0.83 0.51 0.66 0.34 0.60 0.32 0.67
1' 150 0.83 0.87 0.61 0.76 0.45 0.71 0.46 0.82
155 :).88 0.9: 0.71 0.8b 0.59 0.85 0.61 0.97
160 0.88 0.89 0.75 0.84 0.68 0.81 0.68 0.86
165 0.90 0.91 0.79 0.88 0.70 0.83 0.72 0.5)0
170 0.89 0.90 0.79 0.88. 0.73 0.86 0.84 1.02
175 0.91 C.9: 0.80 0.89 0.75 0.88 0.85 1.03
180 0.90 0.91 0.79 0.88 0.75 0.88 0.77 0.95
185 0.87 0,_ 0.74 0.83 0.68 0.81 0.71 0.89
190 0.84 0.65 0.67 0.76 0.61 0.74 0.62 0.80
195 0.81 0.8: 0.62 O.71 0.56 0.69 0.56 0.74
200 0.81 C,.8_ 0.62 0.71 0.58 0.71 0.55 0.73
205 0.83 0.8, O.b7 0.76 0.64 0.77 0.61 0.79
I/ 210 0.87 O.S: u.?5 0.78 0.75 0.83 0.o7 0,77
220 0.90 0.90 0.81 0.84 0.B2 0.90 u._)7 1.07
230 O.91 C,.91 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.92 0.95 1.05
240 0.95 0._ 0.89 O.92 0.90 0.98 1.00 1.10
250 0.97 O.'J: 0.93 0,93 o,q4 0.94 1.04 1.04
260 0.97 ,,')" 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.98 0,98
270 0.9;' 0._" 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
280 0.97 _.'_? 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.99 0.99
290 0.97 0._? 0.94 0.94 O.q5 0.95 0.9b 0.96
:,_,0 0.98 _._8 0.95 O.q_ 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98
CVCM
THICKNESS _* !_8 181 lq0
(^)
l1,q£ At_'ER





CHEHGLAZEZ-306 OVERCHEI_LAZE 9922 PRIMER
JPl,d/_131-VOD-1
WEIGUT: 0.1636 g, PAINT THICKNESS (2 COATS) 0.0036 cm,PRD_R 0.0011 cm




COMMENTS: RELATIVE MINIMUMIN TRANSN'£TTANCENEAR 200 nm
WARMEDTO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TESTj AMBIENTTEMPERATURET = 1.02 @ 120 nm
T m 0.88 @ 300 nm
ONLY SLIGHT INCREASE ZN DEPOSXTXON OVER THE UNPRIMED
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COI_4ENTS: AFTER TIME 382 MIN STOPPED TEST DUE TO LN2 LEAKAGE
INTO VACUUM CHAMBER
RECLEANED MgF2 WINDOW AND ELEVATED SOURCE TO 98°C FOR
THE REMAINDER OF THE TEST
RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
RESTART OF TEST MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO COMPARE THE
EFFECT OF THE VACUUM BAKE, HOWEVER A DEPOSITION
OF ABOUT 300 A AT THE ELEVATED TEMPERATURE OF 98°C i
INDICATES THAT THE VACUUMBAKE £S EFFECTIVE IN i
REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF CVCM
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE T = 0.57 @ 120 am
T ffi0.98 @ 300 nm
0.80 .<)_ / ...... t ....................... , _____
--j ..................
0.60 __._ .............................
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m: Figure 29. CVCM Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material Z-306/99221 JPL_131-IR:;- VOD-2, CVCMThickness In Angstroms 0 68,_ 104.
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Table LIV. CVCNTransmittance Versus WavelengthD Source Nateri81
Z-306/9922. JPL fl31-VOD-2. Source Temperature 5$oc.
NEF2 _ind_ Temperature -79oc.
MAVELE.';GTH(na)T T1 T T2 _i
., ,
_ 115 061 067 050 0.62 i120 _61 0.67 0.48 0.60 I
125 0.640.70 046 0.58
130 0.72 0.78 0.50 0.62
135 0.72 0,78 0.$1 0.63
: 140 0.74 0.80 0.58 0.?0
145 0.83 0.86 0.67 0.7.5
_ 150 0.82 0.85 O. 76 0.84
155 0.87 0.90 0.80 0.88k
160 0.90 0.91 0.82 0.87
. 165 0.94 0.95 0.84 0.89
170 0.95 0.96 0.83 0.88
u,__ 175 0.95 0.96 0.83 0.88
)_ 180 0.90 0.9]_ 0.78 0.83
_ 18.5 0.92 0.93 0.77 0.82
;_: 190 0.90 0.91 0.73 0.78
i_ 195 0.87 0.88 0.74 O.79
_i'/ 200 0.90 0.91 0.72 0.77
_ 20.5 O.93 O.94 O.74 O.79
210 0.9.5 0.95 0.80 0.80
_- 220 0,97 0.97 0,91 0.gl
I_" 230 0._)9 0.99 0.91 0.91
240 1.01 1.01 0.95 0.9S
2.50 1.01 1.01 0.97 0.97
260 O.99 0.99 0.9; 0.91
270 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.93
280 0.97 0.97 0,91 0.91
290 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.92









ti CHEMGLAZEZ-306 OVERCHENGLAZE9922 PRIMER
JPI,#13!-VOD-2
WEIGHT: 0.1617 g





COHR_NTS: AFTER TIME 382 M_N STOPPED TEST DUE TO L142LEAKAGE
INTO VACUUMCHAMBER
RECLEANED HsF2 WINDOW AND ELEVATED SOURCE TO 98% FOR
THE REMAINDER OF THE TEST
RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
RESTART OF TEST MAKES ZT DIFFICULT TO COMPARE THE
EFFECT OF THE VACUUM RAKE, HOWEVER A DEPOSITION
OF ABOUT 300 A AT TRE ELEVATED TEMPERATURE OF 98°C
INDICATES THAT THE VACUUM BAKE IS EFFECTIVE IN
REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF CVCM
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T " 0.57 @ 120 nm
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Figure 31. CVCHCranamtttance Vermua Wavelensth, Source Hater£nX Z-30@/9922, 3PL#I31-
VOD-2, CVCHThtcknesl In Angstroms@66,_131,_181,_208,_226.
q5
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, Table LI'. CVCHTransmittance Versus Wav¢lensth0 Source Hateriel Z-306/9922, JPL
131-VOD-2, Source Temperature 98°C, HSF2 Window Temperature -73°C.
_VELF._IGTil T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$(r=)
115 0.78 0.82 0.62, 0.70 0.31 0,54 0.25 0.59 0.10 0.54
i_ 120 0.73 0.87 0.52 0.60 0.30 0.53 0.23 0.59 O.10 0.54
125 0.74 0.78 0.54 0.62 0.31 0.54 0.22 0.56 0.13 0.57
130 0.80 0.84 0.35 0.63 0.36 0.59 0.26 0.60 0.18 0.62
135 0.76 0.80 0.56 0.64 0.40 0.63 0.31 0.6.5 0.22 0.66
140 0.7.5 0.79 0.60 0.68 0.44 0.67 0.36 0.70 0.26 0.70
145 0.80 0.82 0.68 0.73 0.52 0.69 0.46 0.74 0.36 0.74
150 0.83 0.85 0.73 0.78 0.61 0.78 0.56 0.84 0.46 0.84
155 0.92 0.94 0.84 0.89 0.71 0.88 0.69 0.97 0.62 1.00
160 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.79 0.89 0.79 0.93 0.78 0.97
16.5 0.94 0.9.5 0.92 0.94 0.79 0.89 0.81 0.9.5 0 76 0.9.5
170 0.97 0.98 0.91 0.93 0.77 0.87 0.81 0.95 0.78 0.97
180 0.94 0.9.5 0.89 0.91 0.82 0.92 0.79 0.93 0.7.5 0.94
18.5 0.93 0.94 0.88 0.90 0.79 0.89 0.74 0.88 0.72 0.9I
190 0.86 0.87 0.79 0.81 0.72 0.82 0.68 0.82 0.64 0.83
195 0.88 0.89 0.78 0.80 0,69 0.79 0.68 0.82 0.64 0.83
200 0.92 0.93 0.80 0.82 0.78 0.88 0.73 0.87 0.71 0.90
20.5 0.94 0.9.5 0.80 0.82 0.78 0.88 0.77 0.91 0.72 G.91
210 0.96 0.96 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.87 0.84 0.92 0.79 0.89
220 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.93 0.88 0.96 0.86 0.96
230 1.03 1.03 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.98 0.92 1.00 0.92 0.92
240 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.01 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.03
2.50 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.97 0,92 0.92 0.94 0.94-
260 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.92
270 1.03 1.03 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0,97 0.9.5 0.9.5
280 1.0.5 1.0.5 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.9b 0.96
290 1.06 1.06 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.9.5 0.99 0.99
300 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.98
CVCH !
THICKH[SS 66 131 181 208 226
TIME AFTER






t'" CI_I_LAZE Z-306 OVERCREMI,OCKAP-131 PRIMER
" JPId#129C-VOD- 1
WEIGHT: 0.0935 8_ PAZNT THICKNESS (2 COATS) .0_023 cm, PR_R 0.00025 cm




COMI_NTS: LARGE RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
SLIGHTLY LARGER DEPOSITION THAN UNBAKED Z-306/9922
ALTHOUGH SOUI_EEWEIGHT ABOUT HALF THAT OF Z-306/9922
APTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE T = 0.90 @ 120 nm




Table LVI. CVCHT:ansmtttance Versus Wa_ele'`Sth, Source 14ste::lal Cheuslase
' Z-306 Vtth AP-131 PrLmr, JPI_I29C-VOD-I, 8ous_ Temperature
53°C, NSF2 Wlndmt Tempe:ature -800(:,
_VmJmGTE
(m) T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4
u i i i i i
11.5 0,71 0.74 0.49 O,SS 0.14 0.38 0.11 0.46
120 0.74 0.77 0.53 0.61 0.12 0.36 0.11 0.46
125 0.73 0.78 0.36 0.62 0.,17 0.41 0.23 0.48
130 0.74 0.77 0.60 0.66 0.21 0.45 0.17 0.52
133 0.78 0.81 0.65 0.71 0,27 0,51 0.21 0.56
140 0.81 0.84 0.68 0.74 0.32 0.56 0.26 0.61
145 0.84 0.86 0.73 0.77 0.40 0.58 0.34 0.63
ISO 0.86 0.88 0.77 0.81 0.68 0.66 0.42 0.71
15.5 0.87 0.89 0.79 0.83 0.56 0.74 0.57 0.81
160 0.89 0.90 0.82 0.83 0.61 0.72 0.58 0.73
165 0.8'7 0.88 0.80 0.81 0.61 0.71 0.59 0.74
170 0.90 0.92 0.82 0.83 0.64 0.74 0.62 0.77
17,5 0.89 0.90 0.82 0.83 0.63 0.73 0.61 0.76
180 0.89 0.90 0.82 0.83 0.62 0.72 0.59 0.74
185 0.85 0.86 0.76 0.77 0.53 0.63 0.50 0.65
190 0.82 0.83 0.71 0.72 0.44 0..54 0,4! 0.56
195 0.79 0.80 0.66 0.67 0.38 0.48 0.35 0..50
200 0.78 0.79 0.64 0.6.5 0.37 0.47 0.36 0.51
205 0.80 0.81 0.66 0.67 0.44 0.54 0.44 0.59
210 0.84 0.84 0.74 0.74 0.56 0.61 0.57 0.65
220 0.87 0.87 0.80 0.80 0.66 0.71 0.68 0.76
230 0.89 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.69 0.74 0.73 0.81
240 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.78 0.83 0.81 0.89
250 0.95 0.9.5 0.9:) 0.93 0.82 0.82 0.87 0.87
260 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.84 0.84 0.88 0.08
270 0.97 ,97 0.94 0.94 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.90
280 0.97 J.97 0.97 0.97 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.90
290 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.91
i
3oo !0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91
_ _ l .....
THICKNESS 64 130 297 311
(A) i ;




























CI_HGIAZE Z-306 OVER CHEMLOCK AP-131 PRIMER
_: JPI_129C-VOD-2
" WEIGHT: 0.0902 g
L
_: CURE : 24 lie@ AMBIENT ; AMBIENT PRESSb'HE
24 fir@ L7-6°F; VACUUM
L: SOURCE TEMPERATURE_ 59°C
t_
WINDOW TEMPERATURE :. -79°C
I- TQCM TEMPERATIIRE: -38°C
i_ COMMENTS: MALFLr_CTIONIN TQCM TEMPERATURE CONTROL MAKES ZT
I DIFFICULT TO COMPARE EFFECTIVENESS OF VACUIR4BAKE_
HOWEVER HIGH TRANSMITTANCE VALUES INDZCATES THAT
CVCM WAS STAYING ON THE SURFACE OF THE TQCM AT -38°C
" AND THUS THE VACb'UMBAKE AT l_6°F REDUCED THE
DEPOSITION BY A FACTOR OF 10
RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 195 nm
WARMED TO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TESTD AMBIENT TEMPERATURE T - 0.85 @ 120 nm
T = 0.91 @ 300 run
102
......... _ .... I ........ II ...... I I I I II I I II I I ]1
................. O0000002-TSB12
O0000002-TSB13
Table LVIX. CVCHTransmittance Vers_ Wavelength, Source HacerLal Z-3061AP-131,
JPL tFl2eC-VOOo2, Source Temperature 59°C, )48F2 Window Temperature
.79oC.
-- ;L_VU.D;GT_ T T1 T T2 T T3 T 74(n.)
115 0.75 0.81 0.70 0.81 0.58 0.78 0.45 0.77
120 0.77 0.83 0.70 0.81 0.53 0.73 0.45 0.77
125 0.76 0.82 0.69 0.80 0,54 0.74 0.44 0.76
130 0.78 0,84 0.70 0.81 0,56 0.76 0,45 0,77
135 0.81 0.87 0.71 0.82 0.60 0.80 0.49 0.81
140 0.81 0,87 0,75 0,86 0.64 0,84 0,53 0,85
14.5 0.84 0,87 0,77 0.84 0,67 0.82 0,60 0.86
150 0.87 0.90 O.81 0.88 O. 73 0.88 0.68 0.94
155 0.89 0.92 0.83 o.go 0.81 0.96 0.76 1.02
160 0,91 0.92 0,86 0.89 0.86 0,94 0,81 0.94
165 0.91 0.92 0.87 0.90 0.87 0.95 0.83 0.96
170 0.90 0.91 0.89 0.92 0.87 0.95 0.83 0.96
17.5 0.91 0.92 0.83 0.92 0.90 0.98 0.83 0.96
180 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.93 0.88 0.96 0.85 0.98
185 0,92 0,93 0.87 0,90 0.84 0,92 0.81 0,94
190 0,84 0,8.5 0,82 0,8.5 0,78 0.86 0.74 0.87
195 0.81 0.82 0.78 0.81 0.74 0.82 0.70 0.83
200 0,83 0.84 0,79 0,82 0,74 0,82 0.70 0,83
2_5 0.88 0.89 0.82 0,8.5 0.77 0.85 0.75 0.88
210 0.92 0.92 0.89 0,89 0,8.5 0.88 0,85 0,92
220 0.89 0.89 0.89 ,0,89 0,88 0.91 0,86 0,93
230 0.9.5 0,9.5 0.9.5 0,95 0,94 0.97 0.89 0,96
240 0.96 0,96 0.94 0.94 0.93 0,96 0,91 0,98
2.50 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96
200 1.00 1.00 0.9_ 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.9_ 0.96
270 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.96 1.00 _.00 0.97 0.97
280 0.99 0.99 0.9.5 0.95 0.98 0.9_ 0.9.5 0.9.5
290 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.9.5 0.95
300 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.99 . 9.99. 0.97 0.97
CVCM 1
i-_'" THICKNESS 31 40 35 33
.: - ' A) ......
TIH£, AFTER










WE1_GHT.:0.].456 g; THICKNESS (2 COATS) 0.00610 cm




i: TQCM TEMPERATURE: _82°C
COMMENTS: RELATIVELY LOW OUTGASSING MATERIAL
, ' WARMED TO -22°C SLIGHT INCREASE (_) IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMP_RATUREIT " 1.03 @ 120 nm





_ ...... -- _ 00000002_T_C03 _
Table LVIII. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wavelensth, Source HaterLal ¢AT*A-LAC
463-6-8, JPLPI27-VOD-1, Source Temperature 54°C, MSF2 Window
' Temperature 082°C.
_VEL_G'I'it T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4("") . ]
115 0.57 0.65 0.34 0.57 0.16 0.50 0.11 0.$5
120 0.66 0.74 0.43 0.66 0.19 0.53 0.16 0.60
12.5 0.64 0.72 0.46 0.69 0.23 0.57 0.17 0.61
130 O.66 O.74 0.49 O.72 0.26 0_60 0.21 0.65
135 0.71 0.79 0.56 0.79 0.32 0.66 0.26 0.70
140 0.70 0.78 0.57 0.80 0.36 0.70 0.30. 0.74
14.5 0.71 0.76 0.58 0.75 0.44 0.72 0.37 0.75
IS0 0.75 0.80 0.67 0.84 O.53 0.81 0.48 0.86
155 0.78 0.83 0.72 0.89 0.63 0.91 0.59 0.67
160 0.78 0.80 0.73 0.83 0.66 0.80 0.63 0.82
16:) 0.79 0.81 0.74 0.84 0.69 0.83 0.68 0.87
170 0.81 0.83 0.77 0.87 0.71 0.85 0.70 0.89
175 0.77 0.79 0.74 0.8_, 0.69 0.83 0.71 0.90
180 0.83 0.85 0.79 0.89 0.72 0.86 0.74 0.93
185 0.82 0.84 0.79 0.89 0.71 0.83 0.70 0.89
_: 190 0.80 0.82 0.74 0.84 0.64 0.78 0.63 0.82
19.5 0.81 0.83 0.74 0.84 0.64 0.78 0.62 0.81
200 0.86 0.88 0.80 0.90 0.69 0.83 0.68 0.87r ....
, 205 0.84 0.86 0.78 0.88 0.69 0.83 0._ 0.87
210 0.83 0.83 0.79 0.84 0.71 0.79 0.72 0.82
220 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.93 0.82 0.90 0.83 0.93
_lI" 230 0.91 0.91 0.89 0,94 0.83 0.91 0.86 0.96
240 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.93 0.84 0.92 0.86 O.96
250 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
i 26o 0.880.880.90 0.900.,, o.$7 0.$70.87
270 090 090 0.90 090 089 089 08s 088
80 4 4 _5 $5 830 83 83 $3
"_ 290 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
_!:: 300 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.77 0.77 0.79 0.79
II
THICKNESS 28 35 45 $0(A) .................
TIME AFTIL_
100_ SCAN 164 1347 2766 4226" (-,Ln)
108
_1_ ....... _TI] I II II III I II T --I





CORE: 16 HR @ AMBIENT; AMBIENT PRESSURE




COMMENTS: RELATIVELY LOW OUTGASSING MATERIAL
AT TIME 2865 MIN BACKGROUND TRANSMITTANCE ABOUT THE
THE SAME AS CVCM TRANSMITTANCE
WARMED TO -40%, NO SIGNIFICANT LNCREASE IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATUREp T ,,0.90 @ 120 nm
T - 0.82 @ 300 nm
VACUUM BAKE DECREASED CVCM DEPOSITION BY A FACTOR OF













llO 130 150 170 190 210 230 260
WAVELENGTH(nm)
Fi&ure 39. CVCHTransmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Haterial CAT-A-LAC663-3-8,
JPI#I27-VOD+2, CVCMThickness In An&stromsO 14,m 16,O 16,_ 20, • 21.
III
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LIX. CVCHTranmtttance Ver_u* Wevelensth, Source )later/el ¢AT-A-LAC 463-3-8, Jlq. #
127-VGD-2, Soul_ce Temi_reture 55°C, IqSF2 WindovTeuperacure -81°C, Chamber
Preseure 4xlO°°Torr.
WAVELE_GTII T TX T T2 T T3 T T4... T T$(m)
. /
115 0.95 1.02 0.89 1.01 0.53 0.77 0.58 0.93 0.58 1.02
120 0.88 0.95 0.77 0.89 0.60 0.84 0.58 0.93- 0.46 o.go
125 0.84 0.91 0.79 0.91 0.66 0.90 0.57 0.92 0.48 0,92
130 0.86 0.93 0.80 0.92 0.67 0.91 0.59 0.94 O.SO 0.94
135 0.85 0.92 0.81 0.93 0.72 0.96 0.61 0.96 0.53 0.97
l&O 0.86 0.93 0.82 0.94 0.73 0.97 0.65 1.00 0.55 0.99
145 0.86 0.90 0.82 0.90 0.75 0.93 0.66 1.04 0.60 0.98 :
150 0.91 0.95 9.86 0.94 0.80 0.98 0.72 1.10- 0.68 1.06 :
155 0,93 0.97 0,89 0.97 0,83 1.01 0,79 1,17 0.73 2.11
160 0.91 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.84 0.94 0.80 0.99 0.75 0.94
165 0.90 0.92 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.97 0.81 1.00 0.76 0.95
170 0.92 0.94 0.90 0.94 0.88 0.98 0.82 1.01 0.79 0.98
175 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.95 0.89 0.99 0.83 1.02 0.81 1.00
180 0.90 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.90 1.00 0.85 1.04 0.82 1.01
185 0.90 0,92 0.90 0.94 0.89 0.99 0.82 1.01 0.80 0.99
190 0.90 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.87 0.97 0.79 0.98 0.76 0.95
195 0.91 0.93 0.89 0.93 0.85 0.95 0.78 0.97 0.75 0.94
200 0.92 0.94 0.89 0.93 0.86 0.96 0.79 0.98 0.76 0.95
205 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.94 0.88 0.98 0.80 0.99 0.76 0.95
210 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.89 0.94 0.83 0.93 0.80 0.90
220 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.97 0.87 0.97 0.85 0.95
230 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.98 0.88 0.98 0.87 0.97
240 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.96 0.88 0.98 0.88 0.98
250 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88
260 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90
270 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.9_ 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90
280 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0,91 0.91 0.89 0.89
290 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.9.1 0.91 0.89 0.89
300 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.91 0,91 0.89 0.89
CVCM !
THICKNESS 14 14 16 20 21
TIME AFTER




CAT=A-LAC 463-3-8 OVER CAT=A'LAC 463-6-5 PRIMER
JPI_ 115B -VOD - 1 P
_XGItT: 0.2120 g, PAINT THICKNESS (2 COATS) 0.00572 cm,PRIMER. 0.00089 cm




i COM_NTS: RELATIVELY LOW OUTGASSING MATERIAL_ DEPOSITION SO LOW
THAT BACKGROUND NORMALIZATION SIGNIFICANT PORTION
OF DATA
L: WARMED TO-40%, SLIGHT XNCREASE (5_) IN TRANSMITTANCE
_FTER TESTD AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T = 1.00 @ 120 run
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110 130 150 170 190 210 230 260
Figure 41. CVCHTransmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material CAT-A-LAC463-3-8/
463-6-5, JPL#llSB-VOD-1, CVCMThickness 111AnsstromsC) 16, _ |0, _ 14, _ 12.
115
!."
...... • • . . , ,_ " -,++ - L... -+ • ,_: + . ...... _ .... • ...... , -'"
--00-000002-TSCll
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i "Table LX. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Haterial CAT-A-LAC 463-
_" 3-8/463-6-5 Primer, JPL4_IISB-VOD-I, Source Temperature 55°C, HSF2
.i." Window Temperature -83°C.
itltI WAVELENGTH T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4(rim)
! 115 0.85 0.95 0.62 0.87 0.55 0.90 0.40 0.84
1
120 0.80 0.90 0.64 0.89 0.50 0.85 0.41 0.85
_, 125 0.82 0.92 0.66 0.91 0.53 0.88 0.4_ 0.89 '
I 130 0.83 0.93 0.67 0.92 0.56 0.91 0.49 0.93
: 135 0.84 0.94 0.69 0.94 0.58 0.93 0.53 0.97
140 0.85 0.95 0.73- 0.98 0.62 0.97 .... 0.59 1.03
i 145 0.86 0.92 0.74 0.93 0.67 0.96 0.62 1.00
150 0.87 0.93 0.75 0.94 0.71 1.00 0.71 1.09
155 0.92 0.98 0.82 1.01 0.80 1.09 0.80 1.18
i
160 0.89 0.92 0.81 0.91 0.78 0.93 0.81 1.00
i_ 165 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.96 0.83 0.98 0.84 1.03
170 0.95 0.98 0.90 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.90 1.09
175 0.95 0.98 0.90 1.00 0.87 1.02 0.88 1.07
1
t 180 0.93 0.96 0.89 0.99 0.85 1.00 0.87 1.06
• 185 0.92 0.95 0.86 0.96 0.81 0.96 0.83 1.02
190 0.86 0.89 0.80 0.90 0.76 0.91 0.75 0.94
195 0.87 0.90 0.84 0.94 0.75 0.90 0.76 0.95
200 0.92 0.95 0.83 0.93 0.81 0.96 0.79 0.98
:, 0.92 0.84 0.94 0.79 0.94 0.77 0.96205 0.89
210 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.92 0.83 0.91 0.83 0.93
220 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.98 0.89 0.97 0.88 0.98
i
230 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.98 0.91 0.99 0.91 1.01
240 0.97 0.97 0.95 1.00 0.94 1.02 0.92 1.02
250 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99
260 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.95
270 0.99 0.99 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.93 0,93
280 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
290 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.97
300 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96
CVCH
THICKNESS 16 10 14 12
(A) .......
TIHE AFTER




".... " "- _ 00000002-TSC13
CAT-A-LAC 463-3-8 OVER CAT-A-LAC 463-6-5 PRIMER
JPIJ_l15B-VOD-2
WEIGH_I:.0.2951 g
CUT,E : 16 HR @ AMBIENT; AMBIENT PRESSURE




COMMENTS: RELATIVELY LOW OUTGASSING MATERIAL
:. NO SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN CVCM BY VAC%FOMBAKE AT 176°F
WARMED TO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T = 0.84 @ 120 nm





)_ , _ Table I.Xl. CVCM?ranxm'.ttanee Versus Wavelength, Source Material CAT-A-ZJ_C463-3-8/
463-6-5, JPL tI15B-VOD-2, Source Temperature 56°C, 148)"2 Wtndov Temperature; .?9OC.
! WAV_I.ENGTH T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4
115 0.79 0.88 0.70 0.82 0.67 0.91 0.47 0.82i 120 0.82 0.91 0.76 0.88 0.69 0.93 0.47 0.82
• 12.5 0.81 0.90 0.7? 0.89 0.70 0.94 0.49 0.84-
i- 130 0.81 0.90 0.78 0.90 0.72 0.96 0.52 0.87
_._ 13.5 0.79 0.88 0.78 0.90 0.7.5 0.99 0..57 0.92
_ 140 0.80 0.89 0.?6 0.88 0.75 0.99 0.58 0.93
145 0,83 0,89 0.79 0,88 0,78 0.96 0,6.5 0,94
ISO 0.88 0.94 0.83 0.92 0.84 1.02 0.73 1.02
_ 15.5 0.90 0.96 0.87 0.96 0.87 1.05 0.77 1.06
lbO 0.89 0.91 0.86 0.90 0.88 0.98 0.80 0.9.5
165 0.90 0.93 0.86 0.90 0.93 ] .03 0.81 0.96
170 0.90 0.93 0.87 0.91 0.94 1.04 0.81 0.96
l?S 0.94 0.9? 0.90 0.94 0.97 1.07 0.83 0.98
180 0.94 0.97 0.89 0.93 0.95 1.05 0.84 0.99
185 0.88 O.ql 0.8S 0.89 0.90 l.O0 0.79 0.94
190 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.92 0.92 1.02 0.80 0.95
19.5 0.92 0.95 0.90 0.94 0.92 1.02 0.80 0.95
200 0.94 0.97 0.89 0,93 0.92 1.02 0.80 0.95
20.5 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.92 0.% 1.01 0.80 0.9.5
210 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.94 0.99 0.84 0.92
220 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.97 1.02 0.88 0.96
230 0.98 0.98 0.91 0.91 0.g9 1.04 0.90 0.98
240 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.91 0.99 1.04 0.92 1.00
250 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.g3 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.9$
260 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.93
270 0.97 o.q? 0.97 0.9; 1.02 1.02 0.95 0.9_
280 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 1.O1 1.0l 0.96 0.96
2qO 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 1.01 1.0l 0.95 0.95
300 o.qo 0.96 0.93 0.93 o.qq 0.99 0.93 0.93
TZ_ A_£R ...........
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00000002-TSD03
_. 314NEXTEL 401-CI0 UNPRIMED
JPL#t43-VOD-I
/
r-': WEIGHT: 0.3157 g
CURE: 2 HR.@ 95PF; AMBIENT PRESSD'P,E
I HR @ :LSO°F; _MBIENT PRESSURE
i SOURCE TEMPERATURE: 54°C
WINDOW TEMPP+_TtmE: -82°c
m+: TQCMTEMPERATURE: -82°C
, COMMENTS : RELATIVE MINLMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
_+" WARMED TO -40°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
l
_..+ AFTEE TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T = 1.22 @ 120 nm
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I I i 'o 1 _ 1 . i._ . I
II0 130 150 170 190 210 230 260
WAVELENGTH (rim)
Figure ',%. CVCH Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material 3M Nextel 401-
C.lO,JFI_I43-VOD-I, CV('MTl_IcknessIn Angstroms_)b7,_lO(_,_233,X 310,
 3b_.
00000002-TSD05
Table LX1]. CVCNTransmittsnce Versus Wavelen8th, Source l_terial 3H Nextel 401-C10,
JPIhI43-V00-I, Source Temperacur_.5_°C, t48F2 Wtndov Temperature -82°C,
• ii ........
cvc.
(mr) _ 31 3 T2 3 T3 T 34 3 35
115 0.71 0.78 0.60 0.73 0.30 O._ 0.28 0.63 O.18 0.62
120 0.64 0.71 0.52 0.65 0.24 0.48 0.17 0.52 O.12 0.56
125 0.66 0.73 0.55 0.68 0.24 0.48 0.14 0.49 0.11 0.55
130 10.66 0.73 0.57 0.70 0.27 0.51 0.36 0.61 O.09 0.53
135 0.68 0.75 0.61 0.74 0.32 0.56 0.20 0.55 0.14 0.58
140 0.77 0.84 0.64 0.77 0.39 0.63 0.24 0.59 0.19 0.63
145 !0.79 0.84 0.67 0.76 0.48 0,66 0,32 0.62 0.25 0.63
150 0.84 0.89 0.73 0.82 0.51 0.69 0.39 0.69 0.36 0,74
155 0.89 0.94 0.78 0.87 0.59 0.77 O._,g 0.79 0.40 0.78
160 10.88 O.gO 0.84 0.89 0.64 0.74 0.57 0.72 0.47 0.66
L
165 0.88 0.90 0.81 0.86 0.67 0.77 0.60 0.75 0.52 0.71
170 0.88 0.90 0.82 0.87 0.69 0.79 0.63 0.78 0.56 0.75
175 0.89 0.91 0.84 0.89 0.71 0.81 0.66 0.81 0.60 0.79
180 0._2 0.94 0.89 0.94 0.74 0.84 0.70 0.85 0.63 0.82
185 0.87 0.89 0.84 0.89 0.66 0.76 0.62 0.77 0.55 0.74
190 0.86 0,88 0.79 0.84 0.62 0.72 0.53 0.68 0.47 0.66
195 0.81 0.83 0.76 0.81 0.57 0.67 0.48 0.63 0.41 0.60
200 0.77 0.79 O.77 0.82 0.57 0.67 0.44 0.59 0.39 0.58
205 0.82 0.84 0.77 0.82 0.60 0.70 0.51 0.66 0.44 0.63
210 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.82 0.68 0,73 _.63 0.71 0.58 0.68
220 0.91 0.91 0.84 0.84 0.76 0.81 0.78 0.86 0.71 0.81
230 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.85 0.77 0.82 0.78 0.86 0.75 0.85
240 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.86 0.85 0.93 0.82 0.92
250 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.88
260 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 O.84 084 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.85
270 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
280 0.9.5 0.9.5 0.92 0.92 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.88
!m_ 290 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91
300 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.91 O.9t 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
, |,
CVC:N
THICK3_SS 67 106 233 310 365
(A)
,_. Tllq_ AFTEIt [
1007,SCAN 155 408 J 1390 2969 4456(urn) I
124
00000002--1-$[30(3
'_" _ _ TSD0
...........••o, , ,. "_'@_!e=_'""_"_"_" _'_= 00000002- "




CD_E: 2 _ @ 95°F, I HR @ 150°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE
24 fiR @ 176°F; VACUUM
SOURCE TEMPERATURE: 49% AND 124%
WINDOW TEMPERATURE : -75°C
TOCM TEMPERATURE : -82°C
COMMENTS : ERROR IN HEATING SETTING CAUSED SOURCE TEMPERATURE TO
EXCEED 49°C FOR 24 MIN, REACHING 124°C; RESET AT 49°C
VACUUM BAKE DID REDUCE THE CVCM DEPOSITION
RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
WARMED TO -41°C INCREASED TRANSMITTANCE ABOUT A FACTOR
OF 2 FOR WAVELENGTHS LESS THAN 150 urn
AFTER TEST, A_SIENT TEMPERATURE, T - 0.77 @ 120 nm
T - 0.79 @ 300 nm
126





II0 130 150 170 190 210 230 260
WAVELENGTH (nm)
Figure 47. CVCM Transmittance Versus Navelength, Source Material 3M Nextel 401-CI0,
JPL#I43-VOD-2, CVCM Thickness In AngstromsO26,m42,<_97,x 222, (Ô/127
00000002-TSD09
Ib
I Table LXIII. CVCMTransmittence Versus Wavelensth, Source Natdtrisl 3)! Nextel 401-C10,
P JPL OI430VOD-2. Source Temperature 49oc/124°C. M8F2 Wtndov Tenpersture
-75°C.
WAVELENGTHT T1 T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$(rim)
115 0.80 0.84- 0.68 0.76 0.42 0.64 0.22 0.44 0.18 0.52
220 0.80 0.84 0.68 0.76 0.40 0.62 0.28 0.41 0.14 0.47
125 0.80 0.84 0.68 0.76 0.40 0.62 0.19 0.42 0.12 0.45
130 0.80 0.84 0.68 0.76 0.42 0.64 0.22 0.45 0.17 O.SO
135 0.87 0.91 0.74, 0.82 0.49 0.71 0.28 0.51 0.20 0.53
140 0.8.5 0.81 0.75 0.83 0.50 0.7-2 0.33 0.56 0.25 0.58
145 0.8.5 0.87 0.77 0.82 0.56 0.72 0.41 0.58 0.31 0.58
130 0.90 0.92 0.83 0.88 0.66 0.82 0.52 0.69 0.43 0.70
135 0.91 0.93 0.86 0.91 0.71 0.87 0.56 0.73 0.51 0.78
160 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.86 0.76 0.85 0._62 0.72 0.58 0.72
165 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.90 0.78 0.87 0.69 0.79 0.65 0.79
170 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.80 0.89 0.72 0.82 0.71 0.85
175 0.9? 0.98 0.94 0.96 0.81 0.90 0.72 0.82 0.71 0.85
180 0.98 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.82 0.91 0.72 0.82 0.73 0.87
18,5 0.99 1.00 0.95 0.97 0.79 0.87 0.68 0.78 0.66 0.80
190 0.9.5 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.7.5 0.84 0.61 0.71 O.5b 0.70
193 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.91 0.69 0.78 0.52 0,62 0.49 0.63
200 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.91 0.68 0.77 0.51 0.61 0.50 0.64
203 0.97 0.98 0.93 0.95 0.71 0.80 0.58 0.68 0.57 0.71
210 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.00 0.81 0.85 0.69 0.73 0.70 0.78
220 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.87 0.91 0.79 0.83 0.77 0.8.5
230 0.98 0.98 1.01 1.01 0.88 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.79 0.87
240 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.90 0.94 0.82 0.86 0.82 0.90
250 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87
2bO 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.93 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.86
270 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.88
280 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89
290 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90
300 0.95 0.9.5 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.87 0.87
CVCM
,THICKNESS 26 42 97 222 237
_ (A)
TII_ AFTER





3M NEXTEL 401-CI0 OVER 901-P1 PRII_R
i.
_: JPL#144-VOD- 1
i• k",@,IGHT: 0.2975 g
i..:
P" CUP_: 2 HR.@ 95°F, 1 HR @ 150°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE
t:
1, SOURCETEHPERATUP-_: 52% AND 127°C
[i W'FNDOWTEMPERATURE: -79%
!- TQCM_k_WERATtI_ : -82°c
COlvlI_I_S : STRONGABSORPTIONNEAR 200 nm
ERROR IN HEATING SETTING CAUSED TE_ERATURE TO EXCEED
5200 FOR 18 m£n, REACHING 127°C, RESET AT 52°C
WARMED TO -40%, NO EFFECT IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TESTs AMBIENT TEMPERATUREs T - 1.26 @ 120 nm
T _ 0.85 @ 300 nm




Table LXIV. CVCHTrsnsmittance Versus Wevelensth, Source Hsterlal 3H Nextel 401-CI0/901-PI.
JPL t144-VOD-l, Source.Temperature 52°C/127°C For T6' Hi_'2 Window Temperature -79°¢,Chamber Pressure 2x10 "° Tort.
WAV_LENSTil] T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$ T T6i
]
115 0.84 0.88 0.52 0.62 0.39 0.52 0.12 -- 0.12 -- 0.00 0.00
m
120 0.74 0.78 0.46 0.56 0.33 0.460.08 -- 0.08 _ 0.00 0.00
125 0.80 0.84 0.46 0.56 0.37 0.50 0.07 -- 0.07 -- 0.00 0.00
130 0.83 0.87 0.53 0.63 0.40 0.53 0.11 -- 0.06 M 0.00 0.00
135 0.85 0.89 0.61 0.71 0.47 0.60 0.15 -- 0.10 -- 0.00 0.00
140 0.83 0.87 0.65 0.75 0.53 0.66 0.20 0.44 0.12 _ 0.02
145 0.88 0.90 0.73 0.79 0.62 0.71 0.27 0.45 0.19 0.48 0.03
150 0.92 0.94 0.78 0.84 0.70 0.79 0.36 0.54 0.24 0.53 0.09 --
155 0.86 0.88 0.82 0.88 0.75 0.84 0.45 0.63 0.34 0.63 0.14 --
160 0.92 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.78 0.83 0.53 0.63 0.41 0.56 0.19 0.34
165 0.93 0.94 0.88 0.91 0.79 0.84 0.56 0.66 0.45 0.60 0.21 0.36
170 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.92 0.81 0.86 0.57 0.67 0.50 0.65 0.24 0.39
175 0.98 0.99 0.91 0.94 0.86 0.91 0.59 0.69 0.54 0.69 0.28 0.43
180 0.98 0.99 0.92 0.95 0.85 0.90 0.61 0.71 0.54 0.69 0.28 0.43
185 0.99 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.80 0.85 0.54 0.64 0.47 0.62 0.21 0.36
190 0.97 0.98 0.83 0.86 0.76 0.81 0.43 0.53 0.35 0.50 0.11 0.26
195 0.95 0.96 0.80 0.83 0.70 0.75 0.36 0.46 0.28 0.43 0.07 0.22
200 0.86 0.87 0.75 0.78 0.67 0.72 0.34 0.44 0.25 0.40 0.06 0.21
205 0.87 0.88 0.76 0.79 0.71 0.76 0.42 0.52 0,33 0.48 0.10 0.25
210 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.77 0.57 0.62 0.48 0.56 0.22 0.30
220 0.92 0.92 0.85 0.85 0.81 0.81 0.70 0.75 0.63 0.71 0.35 0.43
230 0.94 0.94 0.85 0.85 0.79 0.79 0.73 0.78 0.69 0.77 0.44 0.52
240 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.81 0.89 0.62 0.70
250 0.98 0.98 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.86 0.86 0.7S 0.78
260 0.97 0.97 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.80 0.80
270 0.93 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.78 0.78
280 0.98 0.98 0.9_ 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.82 0.82
290 1.01 1.01 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.88 0.88
300 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.98 0.98 0.910.91
,THICKNESS 44 159 404 492 ! 1013
116
,TI_I£ AFTER







_,, 3M NEXI_EL 401oCI0 OVER 901-PI PRIMER
_ JPL#I44-VOD-2i, WEIGHT: 0.3311 g
_ CURE: 2 HE @ 95°F, I HR @ 150°F; AMBIENT PRESSURE




COMMENTS: RELATIVE MINI_ IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
SLIGHT DECREASE IN CVCM D_POSITION DUE TO VACUUM BAKE
WARMED TO -40°C, NO EFFECT IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST_ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE_ T = 1.14 @ 120 nm
T = 0.90 @ 300 nm









II0 130 150 170 190 2I0 230 260
WAVELENGTH (rim)
Material 3M Nextel 401-CI0/901-PI,
Figure 51. CVCM Transmittance Versus Navelength,
Source
JPI_L44-VOD-2, CVCM Thickness In Angstroms@ 45, _I67,0 198, _ 273,_ 327.
135
.... _, L , - .... ,i f mi i" i n .................. _* ".a
00000002-TSE03
Table _V. CVCN Transmittance Versus Wavelensth, Source Material .3H Nextel 401-CI01901-PI.
JPL #144-VOO-2j Source Temperature 52°C. HSF2 WindovTempersture -?S°C, Chauber
Press2_r.
WAVELENGTH T T1 T T 2 T T3 T T4 T T$
_" (rim).
115 0,81 0,87 0,69 0.79 0,23 0.46 0,15 -- 0,12 --
120 0.80 0.86 0,63 0,73 0,23 0.46 0,11 -- O,Og
125 0.78 0.84 0.63 0.73 0.22 0.45 0.12 -- 0.07
130 0.80 0.86 0,65 0,75 0,24 ......0.47 0,14 -- 0,08 --
135 0,79 0,85 0,66 0,76 0,28 0.51 0.16 -- 0,10 --
B_ 140 0,82 0.88 0.71 0.81 0.34 0,57 0,22 0,56 0.15 --
145 0,84 0.87 0.74 0,81 0,42 0.59 0,27 0,55 0,19 0,57
j_ 150 0,85 0.88 0.78 0,85 0,51 0,68 0.35 0,63 0,28 0,66
155 0.92 0.95 0.85 0.92 0.63 0.80 0,49 0.77 0,41 0.79
_ 160 0.93 0.94 0.89 0.92 0.70 0.80 0.60 0.74 0.51 0.70
_ 165 0.95 0.96 0.91 0,94 0,76 0,86 0,68 0.82 0,60 0,79
-! 170 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.96 C80 0.90 0.72 0.86 0.64 0.83. 175 0,95 0,96 0,91 0,94 0,81 0,91 0,76 0.90 0,67 0,86
_ 180 0.98 0.99 0.94 0.97 0.81 0.91 0.75 0.89 0.68 0.87
)' 185 0.98 0.99 0.95 0.98 0.77 0,87 0,71 0.85 0,62 0,81
190 0.95 0,96 0.91 0,94 0.70 0,80 0,62 0,76 0.51 0,70
195 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.66 0.76 0.55 0.69 0.46 0.65
200 0.94 0.95 0.89 0.92 0.63 0.73 0.52 0.66 0.42 0.62
205 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.91 0.66 0,76 0.55 0.69 0.47 0.66
210 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93 0,77 0.81 0.70 0.78 0,61 0.71
220 0,99 0,99 0.97 0,97 0.85 0,89 0.83 0.91 0.76 0,8B
230 0,99 0.99 0,98 0,98 0.86 0.90 0,83 0.91 0,81 0,91
240 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.89 0.93 0.89 0.97 0.87 0.97
250 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0,95 0.95 0.94 _.94 0.95 0.95
260 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.03 0,95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0,97 0,97
270 1,02 1,02 1.02 1.02 0,95 0.95 0.95 0,95 0,95 _,95
280 1.00 1.00 1.03 1,03 0.96 0.96 0,96 0.96 0,95 0,95
290 0.97 0.97 1.02 1.02 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96
300 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.03 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.98 0,97 0,97
= i i
THICKNESS 45 67 198 273 327
___^J..........
liNE AF'IER I_11L j






GY70/FIBERITE 934 HELD ON ALUMINUM SUBSTRATE BY SPOT BOND WITH
3M-415 DOUBLE SIDE TAPE
JPL#53B-VOD- 1
WEIGHT: GYT0/FI3ERITE 934 13.6205 g





COMMENTS: RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
WARMED TO -40°C, NO EFFECT IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST_ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE_ T = I. 10 @ 120 nm
T = 1.00 @ 300 nm
O0000002-TSE06
_i . .
II0 130 150 17Q 190 2I0 230 260
WAVELENGTH (nm)
Figure 5_. CVCM Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Matet-lalGY70/Flberlte
934/Spotbound 3M-41f_Double Slde Tape, JPL_S36-VOD-I, CVCM Thickness
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Table LXV(. CVCM Trensmitttnce Versus Wavelensth, Source _Ateriel G_70/Plberite 934
Spotbond Adheetve 314#415 Double 9tde Tape, JPLf53B-VOD-I, Source Temper-
ature 53°C, H8F2 Windc_Temper*ture -79°C, Chamber Pressure 3xl0 "6 Tort.
WAVELENGTH CVCM TRANSMITTANCE
(rim) T T 1 T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$ T T6j
115 0."72 0.77 0"55 0.65 0.48 0.60 0.21 0.45 0.14 0.49 O.10 0.54
120 O.65 O.70 0.52 O.62 O.45 O.57 0.18 O.42 0.10 O.45 O.O8 0.32
125 0.68 0.73 0.53 0.63 0.45 0.57 0.15 0.39 0.09 0.44 0.06 0..50
130 0.68 0,73 0.54 0.66 0.47 0,59 0.18 0.42 0,09 0.44 0.05 0.49
135 0.73 0.78 0.57 0,67 0.52 0._ 0,21 0.45 0.II 0.46 0.08 0.52
140 0.75 0.80 0.59 0.69 0.58 0.70 0.25 0.49 0.15 0.47 0.10 O.54
145 0.77 o.8o o.66 0.73 o.64 0.72 0.32 0.50 0.20 o.69 0.15 0.53
150 0.82 0.85 0.73 0.80 0.72 0.80 0.64 0.62 0.30 0.59 0.23 0.61
1.55 0.93 0.96 0.87 0.94 0.85 0.93 0.61 0.79 0.66 0.7.5 0.61 0.79
160 0.93 0.94 0.86 0.90 0.86 0.89 0.70 0.78 0..57 0.72 0.52 0.71
165 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.97 0.91 0.94 0.79 0.89 0.6.5 0.80 0.59 0.78
170 0.98 0.99 0.94 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.82 0.92 0.69 0.86 0.63 0.82
17.5 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.92 0.9,5 0.81 0,91 0.70 0.8.5 0.65 0.84
180 0.99 1.00 0.97 1.01 0.94 0.97 0.84 0.94 0.72 0.87 0.66 0.85
18.5 0.98 0.99 0.97 1.01 0.92 o.95 0.79 0.89 0.68 0.83 0.63 0.82
190 0.96 0,97 0.94 0.98 0.90 0.93 0.72 0.82 0.61 0.76 0.56 0.73
19.5 0.94 0,95 0.90 0.94 0.87 0.90 0.70 0.80 0.5.5 0.70 0.68 0.67
200 0.93 0.94 0.89 0.93 0.85 0.88 0.70 0.80 0.55 0,70 0.67 0.66
205 0,96 0.97 0.91 0.95 0.B8 0.91 0.75 0.85 0.63 0.78 0.5.5 0.76
210 0.99 0.99 0,97 0.97 0.93 0.93 0.86 0.91 0.75 0.82 0.69 0.79
220 1.01 1,01 0,99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.89 0.94 0,85 0.92 0.79 0.89
230 1.01 1.01 1.01 1,01 1,01 1.01 0.90 0.9_5 0.87 0.94 0.84 0.94
240 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.89 0,% 0.90 0.97 0.88 0.98
250 0.99 0.99 1,02 1,02 1.03 1.03 0.95 0.95 0,97 0.97 0.97 0.97
260 0.99 0,99 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99
270 1.02 1.02 1.0b 1.06 1.06 1.0b 0.97 0.9; 0.9a 0.98 1.01 1.01
280 1.02 1.02 !.04 1.04 1.06 1.06 0.95 0.9.5 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99
290 1.03 1.03 1.06 1.06 1.0._ 1.O5 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.01
300 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.o4 1.04 0.99 0.98 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01
CVCH
THICKNESS 61 88 10_ 235 322 370
(A)
TI_ AFTER






SOLITHANE I13/CI13-300D FO_TION 8
JPIj_I2A-VOD-2
IfEIGHT: 1.0574 g




COMMENTS: STRONG ABSORPTION NF_R 195 run
WARMED TO -40°C, NO EFFECT IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT _RATORE T " 1.08 @ 120 run
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1l0 130 150 170 190 2 l0 230 260
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Figure 55. CVCN _ransmlttance'V_rsus Wavelength, Source Material Solithane 113/
Cl13-300, JPL#L2A-VOD-2, CVCH Thickness In Angstroms#_69,O132,_I91,
_> 607, X 936, d-If31.
14J
" - ooooooo2-TSEli
_XVXI, CVCHTrensutttan¢e Versus Wavelen8ch, Source lqacerlsl Solichene 113/C113-300,
JPL#I2.qoVOD-2, Source.Temperature 52°C, P_e 2 WindcmTeupersture -78°(:,
Chamber Pressure 2xlO "° Torr.
_VELz_'rn
(um) T Tl T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$ _ T6
125+ 0.69 0.74 0.45 0.55 0.31 0.43 0.07 -- 0.00 -- 0.00 --0 . 2 .67 , 1 . 1 .28 . 0 . 5 -- . -- . n
125 0.67 0.72 0.4X 0.$1 0.28 0.40 0.00 -- O._J -- 0.00 --
130 0.71 0.76 0,45 0.53 0.33 0.45 0.05 -- 0.00 -- 0.00 ""5 . . .52 .61 . 7 . 9 . 6 0.30 . -- . --
140 0.75 0.80 0.58 0.68 0.43 0.55 0.08 0.32 0.03 "" 0.00 ""
145 0.80 0.83 0.65 0.72 0.54 0.62 0.13 0.31 0.05 0.33 0.00 -*
150 0.84 0.87 0.73 0.80 0.64 0.72 0.22 0.40 0.10 0.38 0.07 0.45
155 0.87 0.90 0.80 0.87 0.73 0.81 0.34 0.52 0.19 0.47 0.14 0.52
160 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.91 0.48 0.58 0.31 0.46 0.25 0.44
165 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.55 0.65 0.39 0.54 0.33 0.52
170 0.95 0.96 0.92 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.60 0.70 0.41 0.56 0.36 0.55
175 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.61 0.71 0.44 0.59 0.36 0.55
180 0.96 0.97 0.93 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.60 0.70 0.43 0.58 0.35 0.54
185 0.94 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.86 0.91 0.54 0.64 0.37 0.52 0.29 0.48
190 0.91 0.92 0.87 0.90 0.83 0.88 0.45 0.55 0.28 0.43 0.20 0.39
195 0.85 0.86 0.81 0.84 0.75 0.80 0.38 0.48 0.22 0.37 0.16 0.35
200 0.88 0.89 0.81 0,84 0,76 0.81 0.39 0.49 0.22 0.37 0.17 0.36
205 0.91 0.92 0.85 0.88 0.81 0.86 0.47 0.57 0.30 0.45 0.25 0.44
210 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.63 0.68 0.48 0.56 0.43 0.53
220 0.99 0.9; 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.76 0.81 0.60 0.68 0.59 0.69
230 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.78 0.83 0,66 0.74 0.62 0.72
240 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.90 0.95 0.80 0.88 0.77 0.87
250 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.03 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93
260 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 1._0 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.92
270 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 0.93 0.93 0.97 0.97
280 1.O5 1.05 1.02 1.O2 1.O2 1.O2 1.02 1.O2 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94
290 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.04 0._7 0.97 0._8 0.98
300 1.02 1.02 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.05 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
T
CVCM , '
THICK.HESS 69 132 _91 I 607 936 1131 i
(A) --1T11'i_AFT[R !




SOLITHANE I13/CI13-300, FORMULATION 8
JPL4#12A-VOD- 3
_i WEIGHT: 1.5589 g
CURE: 24 HR @ AMBIENT; AMBIENT PRESSURE
16 HR @ 130°F; VACUD_
i_. SOURCE _F.MPERATURE: 50°C
;'_ WINDOW TEMPERATURE: -78°C
; TQCM TEMPERATURE : -82°C
;_.
COMMENTS: SLIGHT DECREASE IN CVCM DEPOSITION DUE TO VACUUM BAKE
_-"" STRONG ABSORPTION NEAR 200 nm
.... WAR_D TO -40°C NO AFFECT IN TRANSMITTANCE
i_ AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, T = 1.28 @ 120 nm
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Figure 57. CVCH Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material Sollthane I13/CI13-300,






SOLXTHANE I13/CI13-300..FORMULATION I WITHOUT T-12
_ JPL#12B-VOD-1
)_ WEIGHT: 0.7313 g
_, CURE:. 24 HR @ AMBIENT; AMBIENTPRE6SURE
SOURCE TEMPERATURE: 51%_ WINDOW TEMPERATURE: -77°C
i TqCM TEMPERATURE: -820(3
CO_4ENTS: STRONG ABSORPTION NEAR 200 run
i_ CVCM DEPOSITION FOR FORMULATION 8 SAME AS FORMULATION I
WARMED TO -39°C, NO AFFECT ON TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPER URE, T = 1.28 @ 120 run
l T ffi 0.98@ 300 nm
150
'." ................... O0000002-TSF04
! L ,°sO- j.._ i '150 170 190 210 230 260
WAVELENGTH (rim)
Fisure 59. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material Solithane I13/CI13-300,
JPLfI2B-VOD-I, CVCM l'tli,¢kneis Im An_sir_ 60,m 137,O193, _ 565,  992.
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Table LX1X. CVCMTransmittance Versus T_avelensth, Source Hsterisl Solithsne 113/C113-300,
JPL #I2B-VOD-I, Source Temperature 51°¢, I_F 2 Windc_ Teuperature -77°C.
/
NAVELF.,NGTH T Tl T T2 T T3 T T4 T T3(ha)
115 0.70 0.75 0.40 0.49 0.27 0.39 0.10 -- 0.10 --
120 0.68 0.73 0.38 0.47 0.25 0..37 0.08 -- 0.05
125 0.67 0.72 0.39 0.48 0.24 0.36 0.04 -- 0.04 --
130 0.69 0.74 0.43 0.52 0,28 0.40 0.03 -- 0.03 --
135 0.75 0.80 0.49 0.58 0.34 _ .46 0.O5 -- 0.03 --
140 0.78 0.83 0.55 0.64 0.42 0.54 0.08 -- 0.03
145 0.83 0.86 0.67 0.73 0,52 0.61 0,12 0.30 0.04 --
150 0.95 0.98 0.75 0.81 0.63 0.72 0.21 0.39 0.08 --
155 0.96 0.99 0.84 0.90 0.76 0.85 0.33 0.51 0.16 0.45
160 0.94 0.95 0.87 0.90 0.81 0.85 0.39 0.49 0.23 0.38
165 0.94 0.95 0.89 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.45 0.55 0.26 0.41
170 0.95 0.96 0.90 0.93 0.84 0.88 0.46 0.56 0.27 0.42
175 0.95 0.96 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.88 0,45 0.55 0,43 0.58
180 0.96 0.97 0.87 0.90 0.82 0.86 0.46 0.56 0.42 0.57
185 0.93 0.94 0.81 0.84 0.76 0.80 0.38 0.48 0.21 0.36
190 0.92 0.93 0.78 0.81 0.72 0.76 0.28 0.38 0.14 0.29
195 0.87 0.88 0.73 0.76 0.65 0.69 0.23 0.33 0.10 0.25
200 0.86 0.87 0.71 0.74 0.63 0.67 0.22 0.32 0.10 0.25
205 0.88 0.89 0.74 0.77 0.69 0.73 0.27 0.37 0.14 0.29
210 0.91 0.91 0.81 0.81 0.77 0.77 0.39 0.44 0.23 0.31
220 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.86 0.82 0.82 0.49 0.54 0.31 0,39
230 0.94 0.94 0.84 0.84 0.81 0.81 0.50 0.55 0.33 0.41
m" 240 0.98 0.98 0.88 0.88 0.84 0.84 0.61 0.66 0.47 0.55
_; 250 1.02 1.02 0.99 0.99 0,98 0.98 0.86 0,86 0.77 0.77:___
:60 101 _0_ 097 0,,7 094 094 083 083 072 072
270 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96 .0.90 0.90 0.80 0.80
28o 05 10_ _01 10_ _0_ _01 09s 09s 0,7 0.s7
290 _0, _03 _03 _03 099 09,_o99 099 089 0s9
-_ _oo _.o:i.o21.o2_.o.,,.o_i.o__.o__.oi0.90o.,o
t 1'IsCIOlESS 60 137 | 193 [ 565 I 992
I:r 1 ,oo_,_ 8s I 2_ I '"" I _476I 2914L Imtn) J l.... _L......... L. ...........
i.
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CO_ENTS : RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nra
AFI_ER TEST, AMBIENT TEMPERATUREj T = 1.16 @ 120 nm




:.XX. CVCMTransmittance Versus Wsvelensth, Source Materiel Lube-Lok 4306, JPL 0
135-VOD-1, Source Temperature 52°C, MSF2 Window Temperature -730(:. Chamber
Pressure 2xlO "6 Tort.
/
W&VEL,_qGTH T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4 T T$(m_) ,
115 0.53 0.57 0.27 0.37 0.20 0.33 0.07 -- 0.07 --
120 0.57 0.61 0.24 0.34 0.19 0.32 0.05 -- 0.05 --
125 0.59 0.63 0.27 0.37 0.17 0.30 O.OS -- 0.02 --
130 0.65 0.69 0.31 0.41 0.21 0.34 0.04 u 0.02 --
135 0.67 0.71 0.35 0.45 0.24 0.37 0.04 -- 0.02 --
140 0.70 0.74 0.41 0.51 0.30 0.46 0.07 -- 0.03 --
145 0.77 0.79 0.53 0.59 0.40 0.49 0.11 0.29 0.06 --
150 0.85 0.87 0.63 0.69 0.52 0.61 0.18 0.36 0.12 0.41
155 0.89 0.91 0.76 0.82 0.69 0.77 0.32 0.50 0.25 0.S4
160 0.94 0.95 0.85 0.88 0.79 0.84 0.46 0.56 0.37 0.52
165 0.98 0.99 0.92 0.95 0.88 0.93 0.55 0.65 0.47 0.62
170 0.97 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.89 0.94 0.59 0.69 0.51 0.66
175 0.93 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.59 0.69 0.52 0.67
180 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.94 0.88 0.93 0.59 0.69 0.53 0.68
185 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.89 0.56 0.66 0.48 0.63
190 0.89 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.82 0.87 0.49 0.59 0.39 0.$4
195 0.87 0.88 0.79 0.82 0.75 0.80 0.42 0.52 0.33 0.48
200 0.90 0.91 O.BO 0.83 0.75 0.80 0.40 0.50 0.32 0.67
205 0.91 0.92 0.83 0.86 0.78 0,83 0.45 0.55 0.38 0,53
210 0.94 0.94 0.88 O.fl8 0.85 0.85 0.58 0.63 0.50 0.58
220 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.89 0.89 0.69 0.74 0.63 0.71
230 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.72 0.77 0.66 0.72
_40 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.79 0.84 0.70 0.78
250 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.93 O.R8 0.88
260 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.88
270 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.96
280 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.92
290 1.01 1,O1 1.01 1.01 1.O1 1.O1 0.99 0.99 0,96 0.96
300 , 1.02 1.O2 1.00 1.00 1.O2 1.02 1.01 1.01 0,99 0.99
CVCM
THICKNESS _ 91 164 194 340 424
TIME AFTER







RT/DUROID 5813, SPO: BONDED WITH 3M-415 DOUBLE SIDE TAPE
JPI_91-VOD- 1






COMMENTS: RELATIVE MINIMUM IN TRANSMITTANCE NEAR 200 nm
WARMED TO -40°C, NO AFFECT IN TRANSMITTANCE
AFTER TESTj AMBIENT TEMPERATURE_ T = 1.16 @ 120 nm
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LXXI. CVCM Transmittance Versus Wavelength, Source Material RT/Duroid, JPtJ_91-VOD-I,
Source Temperature 49oC, MSF2 Window Te_T,pereture -77oc.
WAVELENGTH
(am) T T1 T T2 T T3 T T4 T T5 T T6 1
115 0.65 0.71 0.48 0.58 0.32 0.44 0.10 (0.34) 0.06 -- 0.06 -- I120 0.63 0.69 0.45 0.55 0.29 0.41 0.08 (0.32) 0.05 -- 0.05 --125 0.63 0.69 0.46 0.56 0.28 0,40 0.07 (0.31) 0.04 -- 0.02 --
'"0 0.67 0.73 0.48 0.58 0.31 0.43 0.06 (0.30) 0.04 -- 0.02 --
.q5 0.69 0.75 0.53 0.63 0.35 0.47 0.08 0.32 0.03 -- 0.02 --
140 0.71 0.77 0.57 0.67 0.40 0.52 0.10 0.34 0.04 -- 0.01 --
145 c'.75 0.78 0.65 0.71 0.49 0.57 0.15 0.33 O.Ob 0.35 0.04 0.42\
150 0.83 0.86 0.75 0.81 0.62 0.70 0.25 0.43 0.13 0.42 0.09 0.47
155 0.87 0.90 0.84 0.90 0.74 0.82 0.40 0.58 0.26 0.55 0.19 0.57
160 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.92 0.84 0.89 0.52 0.62 0.38 0.53 0.31 0.50
165 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.93 0.87 0.92 0.58 0.68 0.45 0.60 0.39 0.58
170 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.87 0.92 0.62 0.72 0.50 0.65 0.44 0.63
175 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.98 0.89 0.94 0.65 0.75 0.54 0.69 0.48 0.67
180 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.93 0.98 0.70 0.80 0.56 0.71 0.50 0.69
185 0.99 1.00 0.94 0.97 0.93 0.98 0.67 0.77 0.50 0.65 0.44 0.63
190 0.97 0.98 0.92 0.95 0.86 0.91 0.58 0.68 0.40 0.55 0.34 0.53
195 0.92 0.93 0.86 0.89 0.78 0.83 0.48 0.58 0.32 0.47 0.27 0.46
200 g0.91 0.92 0.85 0.88 0.76 O.81 0.46 0.56 U.31 0.46 0.25 0.44
205 0.91 0.92 0.86 0.89 0.80 0.85 0.51 0.61 0.38 0.53 0.32 0.51
210 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.89 0.65 0.70 0.52 0.60 0.48 0.58
220 0.96 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.70 0.81 0.60 0.68 0.55 0.65
230 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.90 0.90 0.77 0.82 0.61 0.69 0.58 0.68
240 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.84 0.89 0.71 0.79 0.69 0.79
250 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.96 0 96 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.87
260 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.86
270 .03 1.03 1.02 1.02 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.88
280 .04 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90
290 .05 1.05 1.05 1.05 0.99 0.99 1.03 1.03 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94
300 .03 1.03 1.02 1.02 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.95
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3.4 CVCM Reemission Tests And Results
After the transmittance tests, the temperature of the TQCM
crystal was increased to 101°C to obtain the reemission parame-
ters of tan selected material CVCM. Figure 65 shows a typical' siEmodal thermogravimetrlc mass loss, n this case for he CVCM
from Ablebond 36-2. Similar to source outgassing, first order
reemission kinetics are applied to the CVCM mass loss data. The
I deposited contaminants can have rate constants different from
the parent material. Because the parent material can have sev-
I eral major molecul_r species, each of which are released in vary-
ii ing degrees at any temperature, the resulting CVCM will be dif-
| ferent since it is produced by a parent material temperature of
about 50°C. The term active material, ao, has to oe qualified
for the reemission tests since the temperature of the TQCM cry-
stal can only be raised to lOl°C and the test is stopped at that
point. In general, all of the CVCM is reemitted by the time the
ctTstal reached 101°C. Any residual CVCM would probably be re-
emitted at this temperature if the test would continue for some
reasonable period. Table LXXII presents the reemission parame-
ters for the ten CVCMs. The percent of active CVCM is labeled
a_ to highlight its limitation. The TQCM frequency output was
normalized for its unique crystal pair tem.erature effect.
lh_
II i in ° |
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I The source outgasslng parameters shown in Table II show a
I
i wide range of effective activation energies ranging from 6220 to
42200 cal.mole "I. The percent of active material in each source
.' varied from 66Z for Chemglaze Z-306/AP-131 to 0.1Z for EA-9309.
b The RGA data shows that a significant portion (99+_/o)of the VCM
i is composed of light molecules that will not condense except at
cryogenic temperatures (less than -160oc). The vacuum bake sig-
nificantly reduces the percent of heavy molecules (above 46 amu)
emitted for EA-934, 3M-415, B_and X, and 3M Nextel unprimed. It
did not affect Epon 828/871, Scotchweld, Epon 815/Versamed 140,
and 3M Nextel 401-CI0/901-PI. There is a larger percent of heavy
molecules for the primer AP-131 than for 9922. Also for Chem-
glaze Z-306, the 9922 primer has a lower amount of active mater-
ial than AP-131 primer. For Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8, the addition of
the primer 463-6-5 does not significantly increase the amount of
active material. The vacuum bake at 176°F significantly reduced
the amount of active material in all cases except for Scotchweld
and EA-9309. For the Brand X tape, the vacuum bake removed the
first component of the active material to within the sensitivity
of the thermogravimetric analyzer.
The isothermal mass loss for NLI showed a linear rate of
• 5xlO'5%.min "I after the initial period. Using the first order
rate parameters for MLI from Table II gives _oPredicted mass loss
rate of 3xlO'_%.min "I at i000 min, and 5xlO'5%.min "I at 2000 min.
Future work could include repeating the dynamic thermograv-
imetrlc tests for 3M Nextel, Fiberite 934, Braycote, and vacuum
cured 3M-415 at various initial weights in order to obtain the
outgassing parameters for these materials.
Significantly low valu,,s of transmittance were found for
wavelengths below 230 nm even for thin films of CVCM. For the
CVC?i of Ablebond 36-2 at a thickness of 48 _, a transmittance of
only 0.64 at Lyman Alpha (122 nm) was recorded. Assuming a lln-
ear _xtrapolation, this means that only a 2 _ thick CVCM would
exceed the usual i% loss in throughput tolerated in space optical
instruments. If several surfaces are involved then the allowed
CVCM is even less At a thickness of only 151 _, the Trabond BB-
2LI6CVCM was opaque for wavelengths shorter _l_n 160 nm. Baking
EA-9309 in vacuum for 24 hr _ 176°F did not remove the CVCM species
which is stron_Iy absorbing for wavelengths shorter than LeO nm.
The relative change in transmittance Cot the unbaked EA-9309 is
about the same as the baked EA-9309 for the same CVCM thickness.
SLmilar statements can be made for Scotchweld, Chemgla_:c Z-]O(_
16_
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over 9922 primer, Chemglaze Z-306 over AP-131 primer, 3M Nextel
401-CI0 over 901-PI primer, and Solithane I13/CI13-300. The
data indicates that vacuum temperature conditioning does not
affect the loss in transmittance per unit CVCM thickness.
The isothermal CVCM deposition data taken during the VOD
tests show that EA-9309 produced the highest deposition. The re-
togethermaining materials were all grouped producing less than
400 _ of CVCM during the 4000 rain period. Cat-A-Lac 463-3-8
over 463-6-5 primer produced the lowest CVCM, only about i0
in the 2.8 day period. Figure 66 presents selected plots of
CVCM versus time.
Future work in VOD tests should focus on CVCM transmittance
for thicknesses less than 50 _. Vacuums in the low 10-7 Torr
range or less should be used to eliminate any background correc-
tions. A RGA in the VOD chamber would be useful to better under-
stand the environment about the deposition substrate. Rather
than plot the transmittance of tileCVCM, the absorption coeffic-
i_. ient would incorporate tile thickness parameter. Although,
strickly speaking, the absorption coefficient should be deter-
mined without exiting the medium (no substrate or cell windows),
vacuum uv literature does cent ate plots of absorption coefficient
obtained through ceils.7
The CVCM reeu:issLon parameters are, as expected, different
from the parent material. Tile data indicates that dt 50OC, all
CVCH would be reemitted witllin two hours (except for Ablebond,
8 hr). Thus, warming the CCD detector window can significantly
r_uuove degrading CVCM.
_,.
m Future work should complete the analysis of the CVCM reemis-
i sion data and obtain the reemission parameters for the remaining
-= 18 VOD test materials.
The data in this repot-t can be used to predict levels of
WFPC degradati_,u by modeling tileinstrument for contamination
,,: assessment. Using tile geometry of the instrument, the predicted
_! !hermal ;_rofile, the !,tanned orbital paramet_,rs, '.m,l the plannedmtSS|_q_ ,_pt'l'_lti,,llS; tilt' SOtll'ce out_assill_'. !'l:ll'iill!t,_er,_ call dt, ter-
,n_ut, tht, VCI_I t [u,. I,_ I ht' Wilhl,,w, tile tl,ql'hql,li, I ,'ll'lt t_ t'tll'%'t'q t ill'l
_l,'t,''miU" lilt' ,lt '1.1,1,,[ .:i ',ll.ll, .tlhl tht, _t,t,'_i:,4 ,,I_ ILll'.lqh'lCl.q It,
,l:,:.:t' _:i t't':,tlll,:llI [ * c[,ll,,'t_ .,'._ L,t tVt!'l.
K. [_l_'a!:], v ,'tlhl tl. .:,ll;at't_" , Al'._,'l";'tt,'u :_t'," t_._ ,,I ,';,,1 iJ tl,,tlt,a,lv,
.A,_r.:_otli.t, ,_,l 1,'_2 ira 'ht' V,_ttu.',l I'ltr.lvit, lt,t, l,t'l_t.,!n.t'hv_., _,
.1lily, ['q,O.
11,(_
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